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Introduction 

This Implementation Guide (IG) is provided as documentation for the Product Configurator Reference 
Implementation (RI). The RI enables shoppers using Oracle Commerce to configure products using 
Siebel policy rules, by interacting with Siebel configurator during the order capture process. 

The integration supports promotion edit, product configuration for standalone configurable products, and 
product configuration for configurable products within the context of a promotion. 

The RI includes a mechanism for defining the product configuration UI on the web channel, within an 
Oracle Commerce repository (known as the base UI). This enables UI changes to be made without the 
need for web application redeployment. The integration dynamically generates the shopper’s product 
configuration UI by combining the base UI (defined in Oracle Commerce) with the configuration states 
sent from Siebel during the product configurator session. 

The RI features a headless integration with Siebel product configurator. This means that the 
corresponding quote doesn’t exist in the Siebel database during order capture on Oracle Commerce; 
instead it just exists in memory on the Siebel side. The first time the quote is actually persisted to the 
Siebel database is after submission from Oracle Commerce. This is important in terms of performance 
since Oracle Commerce does not have to maintain the quote on the Siebel side during order capture. 

Note: The integration of Oracle Commerce with Siebel occurs through the Siebel Quote object because of 
the available web services. There is no direct integration with Oracle Commerce to the Siebel Order 
object. The Siebel application can be configured to automatically create an Order after receiving an 
Oracle Commerce shopping cart. 

There are no changes required to Siebel for this integration. The integration uses existing Siebel web 
services, available as of Siebel release 8.1.1.8 FP. 

The integration builds on the previous integrations for Accounts, Product Catalog and Orders. 
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Software Dependencies 

This guide is based on the following software and the respective versions: 

- Oracle Siebel Version 15.6.0.0 

- Oracle Commerce Version 11.2 
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Technical Requirements Summary 

This chapter gives a brief overview of the high level requirements for the use of Siebel Product 
Configurator within Oracle Commerce. 

Product Configuration Requirements 
The product configurator integration supports the following requirements: 

- The integration is headless; meaning that the quote doesn’t exist in the Siebel database during 
the order capture configuration process, but instead exists only in memory on the Siebel server. 

- Product configuration of standalone configurable products. 

- Product configuration of configurable products within the context of a promotion. 

- Updating the Oracle Commerce shopping cart / order at each stage of the configuration process, 
with the results of the configuration steps. 

- The integration should pass the shopper account details to Siebel if available. 

Web UI Requirements 
The product configurator integration supports the following web UI requirements: 

- The web UI relating to promotions and configurable products is fully configurable within Oracle 
Commerce. This enables merchandisers to change aspects of the UI flow without the need to 
redeploy the web application. 

- The web UI comes with a set of standard JSP templates that enable a UI to be constructed for all 
flavours of configurable products and promotions. 

- The web UI for promotions and configurable products is automatically generated on successful 
deployment of those products to Oracle Commerce production. 
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Product Configurator Integration Overview 

This chapter gives an overview of all of the elements that make up the Siebel product configurator 
integration. The overview describes all of the basic integration flows, starting from adding products to the 
cart, and covering all of the various product configuration flows. 

Many of the processes described in this document are underpinned by the order integration that is 
documented in reference 1. The order integration uses only products in Oracle Commerce, i.e. we don’t 
use SKUs. 

Product Configuration Processes Overview 
In the typical Oracle Commerce retail world the process of a shopper adding a product to the cart and 
preparing for checkout is relatively straightforward. However, in the Siebel Telco world it is somewhat 
more complex because frequently the act of adding a product to the cart requires that the product be 
configured prior to it being ready for checkout.  

From a technical perspective the process of product configuration can look a little complex as there 
appears to be a lot of moving parts. One of the goals of this implementation guide is to show that whilst 
there are quite a few moving parts, the interactions between those parts to enable product configuration, 
is a relatively straightforward mechanical process. 

The diagram below shows the main elements of the shopper processes. Once a shopper adds either a 
promotion or a standalone configurable product to the cart, they must enter the product configuration 
process. In the case of a bundled promotion there is an intermediate step known as promotion edit, where 
the shopper can change the defaulted quantity of each product in the promotion bundle. The promotion 
edit process does not require any interaction with Siebel product configurator. 

The product configuration process manages the shopper’s configuration of their chosen product, or 
products in the case of a bundled promotion. 
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The product configuration piece consists of the configuration UI and the configuration state. The 
configuration state combines with the base UI definition to produce the product configuration UI presented 
to the shopper. The configuration state is driven by the shopper’s choices and information coming from 
the Siebel product configurator session. Once all products have been configured they are added to the 
shopping cart, ready for checkout. 

The remaining sections in this chapter describe the various product configuration process flows, starting 
from adding products to the cart and working through each of the various options when configuring 
products. In the case of the promotion product type it describes the promotion edit process, where the 
shopper picks quantities of the promotion’s root child products, prior to configuring each of them. Each 
instance of a root child product is configured separately. 

By the end of this chapter the reader should have a good understanding of all of the main elements of the 
product configurator integration and what purpose they serve. Subsequent chapters describe these 
elements in more detail. 
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Adding Products to the Cart 
Siebel has five product types: simple product, simple product with attributes, simple product bundle, 
promotion bundle and configurable product. 

The product configurator integration is only concerned with configurable products and promotions but for 
completeness we give a brief overview of what happens after each of them is added to the cart. 

See reference 1 for details on the order integration that supports Siebel product in the Oracle Commerce 
shopping cart. Note that the integration uses products only on the Oracle Commerce side, i.e. no SKUs. 

Before processing the request to add the product to cart, the process performs Eligibility test for the 
product. 

Refer Eligibility and Compatibility section for more details. 

Simple Product 
Simple products are the equivalent of Oracle Commerce products. These are products that require no 
configuration. Adding a simple product to the cart requires no changes to the existing Oracle Commerce 
functionality. 

 

 

 

 

 

Simple Product with Attributes 
A simple product with attributes is also similar to an Oracle Commerce product. The attributes (e.g. size, 
colour etc.) are typically edited by the shopper during the order capture process. The attribute editing 
process does not require any integration with Siebel product configurator. 

If for any reason the merchandiser requires configurator rules to be associated with attribute editing, then  
the simple product with attributes would need to morph into a configurable product (see below for details 
of the configurable product add to cart). 

When a simple product with attributes is added to the cart it will look like the following: 
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The default Oracle Commerce shopping cart / order structure does not handle attributes but those 
structures have been extended as part of the Oracle Commerce – Siebel order integration (see reference 
1 for details).  

Simple Product Bundle 
A simple product bundle has structure (like configurable products and promotions) but no part of the 
bundle is configurable so it doesn’t require integration with Siebel product configurator. The cart looks like 
below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The vanilla Oracle Commerce order structure does not handle relationships between products in the cart, 
but as part of the Oracle Commerce – Siebel order integration (see reference 1) the structures have been 
extended to provide this capability. 

Promotion Bundle 
Promotions have structure. The first level of structure defines the promotion’s root child products. Some of 
those root child products may be configurable products in their own right and they too will have their own 
structure. At the point where a shopper selects a promotion, only the promotion is added to the shopping 
cart.  

After adding a promotion to the cart the next step is to complete the promotion edit process. This process 
involves the shopper selecting the quantities of each root child product. Next, the shopper will need to 
configure any of the root child products that are configurable products by following the product 
configuration process. An overview of these two processes comes later in this chapter. 

Once the configuration process has been completed the cart will contain the promotion and instances of 
its child products. The child products may have children of their own all organised in a hierarchal tree, 
with the promotion as the root parent. 
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Configurable Product 
Configurable products have structure and the shopper may need to do some configuration of the product 
after it is added to the cart. 
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Configurable products may be added directly to the cart by the shopper as standalone products or they 
may be added as part of a promotion. 

In the case where a standalone configurable product is added, it appears in the cart immediately. In the 
case where the configurable product is part of a bundled promotion, it will not appear in the cart until after 
it has been configured. Once the configuration process is completed the full hierarchy of products has 
been added to the cart.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This diagram above shows a standalone configurable product on the left. On the right you can see that 
the promotion edit process doesn’t add any configurable products to the cart until after they’ve been 
configured. 

Promotion Edit Process 
This section describes the elements and the flow of the promotion edit process. The first sub section 
contains the architectural diagram and the next sub section briefly describes the process flow.  
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Before processing the request of configuring the promotion, the process performs Eligibility Compatibility 
test for the promotion. 

Refer Eligibility and Compatibility section for more details. 
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Process Overview 
This section describes the promotion edit process flow in relation to the diagram above. The process 
executes after a promotion has been added to the cart, or after the promotion re-edit process when a 
shopper wishes to already an existing promotion.   
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1) The promotion edit template JSP calls the get promotion template droplet to retrieve the 
promotion configuration instance associated with the promotion. The commerce item ID is passed 
as the key. 

2) The get promotion template droplet calls the getPromotionTemplate method on the configurator 
manager to initiate the creation of the promotion configuration instance object. 

3) Configurator manager checks the product configuration instance cache to establish if a matching 
promotion configuration instance object already exists. 

4) If promotion configuration instance object doesn’t exist then the configurator tools component is 
called to create one. If it does exist (i.e. in the case of a promotion re-edit) then we skip to step 
12. 

5) Configurator tools uses order tools to get the order, commerce item and ultimately the product ID 
of the promotion. 

6) Configurator tools creates the promotion configuration instance. 

7) The promotion configuration instance’s parent class calls catalog tools (see reference 2 for details 
on the catalog tools component) to get the promotion definition from the product catalog 
repository, and uses the details to set the product type and description on the instance object. 

8) The promotion configuration instance object is passed back to the configurator manager. 

9) Configurator manager calls the callGetProductPromotion method on the configurator tools 
component. 

10) The configurator tools component calls Siebel to get its version of the promotion definition. 

11) Siebel’s version of the promotion definition is used to update the promotion configuration instance 
object. 

12) Configurator manager passes the promotion configuration instance object back to the droplet. 

13) The droplet passes the promotion configuration instance object back to the JSP via its output 
parameters. 

14) The JSP renders the promotion edit UI that enables the shopper to choose the quantities for the 
promotion’s root child products.  

15) When the shopper submits the form containing the promotion root child product quantities the 
configuration form handler’s initialisePromotion method is called. 

That completes promotion edit. The next section describes the process that happens between the end of 
promotion edit and the beginning of product configuration, known as the promotion product configuration 
initialisation process.  

Promotion Re-Edit Process 
This section describes the elements and flow, for the promotion re-edit process. This process is executed 
when a promotion has been previously added to the cart, edited, and at least partially configured. 

Usually the process is initiated by the shopper clicking on an “Edit” button that has been placed beside 
the promotion line item in the cart summary page.  
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The first sub section contains the architectural diagram and the next sub section briefly describes the 
process flow.  
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Architectural Diagram 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Process Overview 
This section describes the promotion edit process flow in relation to the diagram above. The process 
executes after a promotion has been added to the cart.   

1) The shopper clicks on a button in the cart summary page to re-edit the promotion. The button 
click is hooked up to the promotion edit form handler. 

2) The promotion edit form handler calls configuration tools to initiate a product configuration 
instance cache invalidation. 

3) Configurator tools calls the product configuration instance cache to invalidate the cache. 

4) The promotion edit form handler retrieves the current shopping cart / order from the order holder. 
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5) The promotion edit form handler calls the configurator manager’s buildPromotionFromOrder 
method to load the existing promotion. 

6) Configurator manager calls the getPromotionTemplate method to initiate the creation of the 
promotion configuration instance object. That method calls configurator tools to check the product 
configuration instance cache to establish if a matching promotion configuration instance object 
already exists. 

7) Configurator tools checks the product configuration instance cache for a matching promotion 
configuration instance object. 

8) Since we invalidated the cache before the promotion configuration instance object doesn’t exist, 
so configurator manager calls configurator tools to create one. 

9) Configurator tools uses order tools to get the order, commerce item and ultimately the product ID 
of the promotion. 

10) The configurator tools component creates the promotion configuration instance. 

11) The promotion configuration instance’s parent class calls catalog tools (see reference 2 for details 
on the catalog tools component) to get the promotion definition from the product catalog 
repository, and uses the details to set the product type and description on the instance object. 

12) The promotion configuration instance object is passed back to the configurator manager. 

13) Configurator manager calls the callGetProductPromotion method on the configurator tools 
component. 

14) The configurator tools component calls Siebel to get its version of the promotion definition. 

15) Siebel’s version of the promotion definition is used to update the promotion configuration instance 
object. 

16) Configurator manager updates the promotion configuration instance using information from the 
order. This involves lots of calls to configurator tools but these are not shown on the diagram to 
avoid additional diagram clutter. 

17) The promotion edit form handler re-directs to the success URL, which is set to the URL of the 
promotion edit page. Processing carries on with the normal promotion edit process, which has 
now been seeded with the loaded promotion. 

Promotion Product Configuration Initialisation 
Process 
This section describes the initialisation of the product configuration process for a promotion, before the 
initial UI is displayed. 

The first sub section contains the architectural diagram and the next sub section briefly describes the 
process flow. 
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Architectural Diagram 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Process Overview 
This section describes the promotion product configuration initialisation process flow in relation to the 
diagram above. This process executes after the completion of the promotion edit process. The process 
prepares the way for the rendering of the product configuration UI. 

1) The configuration form handler calls the validateQuantities method on the promotion configuration 
instance object. Any problems will result in a redirect back to promotion edit. 

2) The configuration form handler calls the initialiseRootProducts method on the promotion 
configuration instance object. 
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3) The promotion configuration instance object iterates through the promotion root CP relationships 
and creates a number of product configuration instances (PCIs) for each root child product, 
depending on the quantities selected during promotion edit. 

4) At this stage all of the back end PCI and Siebel initialisation is complete, so the next step is to 
figure out which controller JSP is to be used to render the product configuration UI. To do that the 
configuration form handler calls the UI Manager’s getPromotionRendererURL method. 

5) UI Manager calls SPU Tools to get the controller for the given promotion. 

6) Now that the configuration form handler has the controller it redirects to that JSP. There are two 
controllers shipped with the integration, one displays the product configuration UI for each root 
child product on separate pages, and the other display the entire UI on one page. 

7) Depending on the controller the product configuration UI is rendered as multiple pages or as a 
single page. These two page flows are described later in this chapter. 

Standalone Product Configuration Initialisation 
Process 
This section describes the initialisation of the product configuration process for a standalone configurable 
product, before the initial UI is displayed. 

The first sub section contains the architectural diagram and the next sub section briefly describes the 
process flow. 
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Process Overview 
This section describes the standalone product configuration initialisation process flow in relation to the 
diagram above. The process executes after the shopper has added the standalone configurable product 
to the cart. 

1) The cart modifier form handler redirects to the CP edit JSP. The cart modifier form handler is 
used to add standalone CPs to the cart, or to start the edit process for a standalone CP. 

2) The CP edit JSP calls the product configuration instance droplet (ProductConfigInstanceDroplet), 
passing the commerce item ID of the configurable product as a parameter. 

3) The droplet calls configurator manager’s method createProductInstanceFromCommerceItem. 

4) Configurator manager calls configurator tools to check if the instance already exists in the product 
configuration instance cache. 

5) Configurator tools calls the cache to retrieve the product configuration instance using the 
commerce item ID as a parameter. 

6) If the instance was returned from the cache then the process continues at step 8, otherwise 
configuration manger calls the configurator tools method createConfigInstance to create a new 
product configuration instance. 

7) Configurator manager calls configurator tools to cache the new instance. 

8) Configurator tools calls the product configuration instance cache’s cacheProductConfigInstance 
method, passing it the commerce item ID as a key. 

9) Now that the product configuration instance object has been retrieved the droplet calls its 
beginConfiguration method to initialise the Siebel product configurator session. 

10) The product configuration instance object calls configurator manager’s 
performProductConfigurationChange method to start the configurator session. 

11) Configurator manager calls the callBeginConfig method on configurator tools. 

12) Configurator tools creates the begin config command. In doing so it checks the status of the PCI 
object and if it is set to CONFIGURED (i.e. this is a CP edit) then the Siebel call must be 
populated with the commerce item associated with the PCI (and we go to Step 13). If the status is 
not CONFIGURED then the call to Siebel doesn’t require a commerce item and we move on to 
Step 14  

13) Configurator tools calls order tools to get the commerce item corresponding to the PCI object. 
The commerce item is converted into a Siebel quote item before being added to the Siebel 
request.  

14) Configurator tools calls Siebel with the begin configuration command. This creates the Siebel 
product configurator session for the product configuration. 

15) The CP edit JSP includes the single page renderer JSP and passes the commerce item ID as a 
parameter. 

16) The single page renderer displays the product configuration UI for the standalone product (see 
Single Page Product Configuration Process for details on the single page process). 
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Multi Page Promotion Product Configuration Process 
This section describes the process flow for the multi page controller JSP. 

This JSP is only used for product configuration within the context of a promotion. Product configuration of 
a standalone configurable product uses the single page controller. 

The first sub section contains the architectural diagram and the next sub section briefly describes the 
process flow. 
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Process Overview 
This section describes the product configuration UI process flow for multi page rendering, as depicted in 
the diagram above. This process executes after the promotion product configuration initialisation process. 
The process renders the first page of the product configuration UI. 

1) The JSP invokes the get next product key droplet and passes the commerce item ID as a 
parameter. 

2) The droplet calls the UI manager to get the promotion configuration instance associated with the 
current promotion. 

3) UI manager calls the configurator tools component to get the promotion configuration instance. 

4) Configurator tools looks in the product configuration instance cache for the promotion 
configuration instance. 

5) The get next product key droplet retrieves the PCI product key of the next root child product by 
calling the getRootProducts method on the promotion configuration instance object. If the product 
is a non-configurable product, the droplet calls begin and end config on the product by delegating 
to the UI manager. In this case there are no calls made to Siebel and the PCI object is just built 
from the repository commerce item. The droplet then continues processing until it finds the next 
configurable product. 

6) The PCI key of the configurable product retrieved in the last step is passed to the UI node 
wrapper renderer JSP. This JSP is responsible for initiating the UI generation and then rendering 
the generated UI nodes. 

7) The UI node wrapper renderer calls the generate UI node list droplet, passing the PCI key as a 
parameter. 

8) The generate UI node list droplet calls UI manager’s getUI method, passing the PCI key as a 
parameter.  

9) UI manager calls configurator tools to retrieve the product configuration instance associated with 
the PCI key. 

10) Configurator tools calls into the product configuration instance cache to get the PCI object. 

11) UI manager gets the appropriate UI handler for the PCI. 

12) The UI manager’s beginConfiguration method calls the UI handler, which in turn calls the root 
product configuration instance’s beginConfiguration or editConfiguration method, depending on 
whether we’re configuring the product for the first time or re-configuring it. Either way the root PCI 
object calls the configurator manager component’s performProductConfigurationChange method. 

13) Configurator manager in turn calls the configurator tools method callBeginConfig. 
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14) The configurator tools callBeginConfig method calls the Siebel BeginCfg web service to set up 
the configuration session. The session in Siebel is a headless session. That means Siebel 
doesn’t create a physical quote object for the Oracle Commerce cart and that the Siebel quote is 
only maintained in memory. The Siebel web service response is used to build up the PCI tree for 
the root child product. 

15) The UI manager calls the UI handler which in turn calls SPU Tools to get the base UI from the 
structured product (SPU) UI repository. 

16) The UI handler calls the getUINodeList method on the UI node generation service. This method 
combines the base UI definition with the PCI object tree to produce the list of UI nodes. 

17) The UI manager caches the UI returned from the UI handler’s generateUI method. 

18) The UI node wrapper renderer JSP iterates over the UI node list to render the product 
configuration UI. It also includes the CSS file and two forms that are used for product updates 
and deletes (see later sub section on Updates & Deletes). Finally it renders either the “Configure 
Next Product” button or the “End configuration” button, depending on where the shopper is at in 
the configuration process. The “Configure Next product” button is hooked up to the multi page 
renderer JSP and passes the incremented index as a parameter. The “End Configuration” button 
is hooked up to the configuration form handler’s endConfiguration method, which ultimately 
manages the completion of the configuration and adds the configured products to the shopping 
cart.  

At the completion of this process the shopper is presented with the product configuration UI for the first 
root child configurable product. The multi page renderer JSP enables the shopper to navigate through 
each of the root child products, displaying the UI for each on its own individual page, until the end of the 
configuration process. 

Single Page Product Configuration Process 
This section describes the process flow for the single page controller JSP. This JSP may be used to 
configure products within the context of a promotion or for standalone configurable products (i.e. a CP 
that is not being configured within the context of a promotion). 

The first sub section contains the architectural diagram and the next sub section briefly describes the 
process flow. 
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Architectural Diagram 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Process Overview 
This section describes the product configuration UI process flow for single page rendering, as depicted in 
the diagram above. This process is invoked in one of two ways, depending on whether we are dealing 
with a promotion or a standalone configurable product. 
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For promotions, the process is executed after the promotion product configuration initialisation process. In 
the case of promotions, this process renders the product configuration UI for each the promotion’s root 
child product’s, on a single page. 

For a standalone configurable product it is executed after the standalone product configuration 
initialisation process.  

1) The single page renderer JSP includes the UI node wrapper renderer JSP, and passes the 
commerce item ID of the promotion as a parameter. 

2) The UI node wrapper renderer JSP invokes the generate UI node list to manage the creation of 
the UI node list, that will be rendered to produce the product configuration UI. 

3) The droplet calls UI manager’s getUI method, passing the key as a parameter. 

4) UI manager calls configurator tools to retrieve the promotion configuration instance object 
associated with the promotion. 

5) The configurator tools component retrieves the promotion configuration instance from the product 
configuration instance cache. 

6) UI manager gets the appropriate UI handler for the PCI. 

7) The UI manager’s beginConfiguration method calls the UI handler, which in turn calls the 
promotion configuration instance’s beginConfigRootProducts method. That method iterates over 
the promotion’s root product configuration instance’s and calls beginConfiguration or 
editConfiguration method, depending on whether we’re configuring the product for the first time or 
re-configuring it. Either way the root PCI object calls the configurator manager component’s 
performProductConfigurationChange method. 

8) Configurator manager in turn calls the configurator tools method callBeginConfig. 

9) The configurator tools callBeginConfig method calls the Siebel BeginCfg web service to set up 
the configuration session. The session in Siebel is a headless session. That means Siebel 
doesn’t create a physical quote object for the Oracle Commerce cart and that the Siebel quote is 
only maintained in memory. The Siebel web service response is used to build up the PCI tree for 
the root child product. 

10) UI manager then it calls the UI handler’s generateUI method to get a new UI. The promotion UI 
handler iterates over the promotion configuration instance objects’ root product configuration 
instances and for each, calls the UI handler’s parent method named generateUI. 

11) The base UI handler (i.e. the promotion UI handler’s parent) calls SPU tools to get the base UI 
definition for the root product configuration instance. 

12) The base UI handler calls the getUINodeList method on the UI node generation service. This 
method combines the base UI definition with the PCI object tree to produce the list of UI nodes. 

13) The UI manager caches the UI returned from the UI handler’s generateUI method.  

14) Once the root products have been processed control is handed back to the UI node wrapper 
renderer to render the UI node list. The JSP also includes the CSS file and two forms that are 
used for product updates and deletes (see later sub section on Updates & Deletes). Finally it 
renders the “End Configuration” button. That button is hooked up to the configuration form 
handler’s endConfiguration method, which ultimately manages the completion of the configuration 
and adds the configured products to the shopping cart. 
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At the completion of this process the shopper is presented with the product configuration UI for the entire 
promotion, i.e. for all of the root child products, of the UI for a standalone configurable product. When the 
shopper completes the configuration they will click the “End Configuration” button. 

Updates in the Product Configuration Process 
This section describes the process flow for updates during product configuration. The update flow 
described here is for the single page controller. However, the flow for the multi page controller is very 
similar, and although it is not covered in this document the changes should be obvious to the reader on 
examination of the reference implementation code.  

The first sub section contains the architectural diagram and the next sub section briefly describes the 
process flow. 
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Process Overview 
This section describes the product configuration UI process flow when the shopper updates the product 
configuration, as depicted in the diagram above. This process executes when the shopper makes a 
change in the UI. The process updates Siebel and then re-renders the updated UI. 

1) The single page renderer JSP includes all of the elements that make up the UI for the promotion. 
These elements are known as UI nodes. Each UI node that is used for updates is hooked up to 
the JavaScript function, updateUINode, so that when the shopper makes a change, the updateUI 
form is submitted. Each UI node knows its index and this is passed to the form, along with the 
node’s settable value (if required). The form submission results in a call to the product update 
form handler’s handUpdateUINodeByIndex method. 

2) The form handler calls the UI manager component’s updateNode method. 

3) UI manager’s updateNode method calls configurator tools to get the configuration instance using 
the key. 

4) Configurator tools calls the product configuration instance cache to get the configuration instance  

5) UI manager (i.e. the updateNode method) then gets the appropriate UI handler for the 
configuration instance. Next it calls the UI cache to get the cached UI node wrapper. We only 
want to update the node in question so there is no need to re-generate the UI at this stage. 

6) UI manager’s updateNode method extracts the correct UI node using the index, and then calls 
setSelectedValue on the node. 

7) The UI node calls its product configuration instance object’s setAttributeValue method or 
addChildProduct method, depending on the node type. 

8) The product configuration instance object calls configurator manager’s 
performProductConfigurationChange method to initiate the update to Siebel. 

9) Configurator manager delegates the Siebel call to configurator tools, by calling the method 
corresponding to the node type. 

10) Configurator tools calls Siebel by executing the appropriate command. 

11) Configurator tools processes the results from Siebel and updates the details in the product 
configuration instance (PCI) tree. Control is returned back to the UI Manager’s updateNode 
method. 

12) The product update form handler’s handUpdateUINodeByIndex method now redirects to the 
success URL, which in this case is the single page renderer JSP. The single page renderer JSP 
re-renders the updated UI (see the Single Page Product Configuration Process for details). 

At the end of this process the shopper’s updates have been registered with Siebel and the Oracle 
Commerce configuration instance objects; the shopper will be presented with the up to date product 
configuration UI. 
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Deletes in the Product Configuration Process 
This section describes the process flow for deletes during the product configuration process. The deletion 
flow described here is for the single page controller. However, the flow for the multi page controller is very 
similar, and although it is not covered in this document the changes should be obvious to the reader on 
examination of the reference implementation code.  

The first sub section contains the architectural diagram and the next sub section briefly describes the 
process flow. 
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Process Overview 
This section describes the product configuration UI process flow when the shopper removes a product 
from the configuration, as depicted in the diagram above. The process registers the deletion with Siebel 
and then re-renders the updated UI. 

1) The single page renderer JSP includes all of the elements that make up the UI for the promotion. 
These elements are known as UI nodes. Each UI node that is used for deletes is hooked up to 
the JavaScript function removeChildProduct, so that when the shopper deletes a product, the 
removeChildform is submitted. Each UI node knows its index and this is passed to the form. The 
form submission results in a call to the product update form handler’s 
handleDeleteSelectedproducts method. 

2) The form handler calls the UI manager component’s deleteProduct method. 

3) UI manager’s deleteProduct method calls configurator tools to get the configuration instance 
using the key. 

4) Configurator tools calls the product configuration instance cache to get the configuration instance  

5) UI manager (i.e. the deleteProduct method) then gets the appropriate UI handler for the 
configuration instance. Next it calls the UI cache to get the cached UI node wrapper. 

6) UI manager’s deleteProduct method extracts the correct UI node using the node index. The 
method then retrieves the child product configuration instance to delete. That child may be the 
PCI associated with the UI node (in the case of a display node), or if the UI node is a relationship 
node then it will be its first child. 

7) The UI Manager then calls the deleteInstance method of the child PCI. 

8) The product configuration instance object calls configurator manager’s 
performProductConfigurationChange method to initiate the update to Siebel. 

9) Configurator manager delegates the Siebel call to configurator tools, by calling the 
callRemoveProduct method. 

10) Configurator tools calls Siebel by executing the RemoveProductCommand. 

11) Configurator tools processes the results from Siebel and updates the details in the product 
configuration instance tree. Control is returned back to the UI Manager’s deleteProduct method. 

12) The product update form handler’s handleDeleteSelectedproducts method now redirects to the 
success URL, which in this case is the single page renderer JSP. The single page renderer JSP 
re-renders the updated UI. 

At the end of this process the shopper’s product deletion has been registered with Siebel and the Oracle 
Commerce configuration instance objects; the shopper will be presented with the up to date product 
configuration UI.  
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Promotion Edit Process 

This chapter describes the promotion edit process in detail. 

Promotion Edit JSP 
The promotion edit JSP (/siebel.war/configurator/promotion_edit_template.jsp) enables the shopper to 
select quantities for the promotion’s root child products. 

When the selections have been completed the configuration form handler 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.ConfigurationFormHandler) will do some initialisation before redirecting to the 
controller JSP, specified against the promotion in the Structured Product UI (SPU) repository. 

JSP Coding 
This section describes the coding of the promotion edit JSP. 

Parameters & Initialisation 
The JSP imports the Oracle Commerce DSP and DSP EL tag libraries. 

It also imports beans for the get promotion template droplet 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.GetPromotionTemplate) and the configuration form handler 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.ConfigurationFormHandler). The get promotion template bean is described later 
in this chapter, and the form handler is described in the Product Configuration Form Handlers chapter). 

The parameter passed into this page is the commerce item ID. 

The commerce item ID identifies the promotion commerce item in the Oracle Commerce shopping cart, 
whilst the reload flag indicates whether or not we need to invoke the get promotion template droplet in 
order to create the promotion configuration instance (see Product Configuration Process Objects) for the 
promotion. 

Get Promotion Template Droplet 
When the page is displayed for the first time the reload flag is empty and we must invoke the get 
promotion template droplet so that the promotion configuration instance is created and initialised. The 
droplet is passed the commerce item ID as a parameter. 

The get promotion template droplet returns the promotion configuration instance through an output 
parameter named ‘promotionTemplate’. At this stage the promotion configuration instance is not 
completely formed as it doesn’t point to any root child product configuration instances, but it is initialised 
with the cardinalities for each root child relationship.  
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The promotion configuration instance is used to display the promotion display name when the web page 
is rendered. It is also used to display the begin config form as described below. 

Begin Config Form 
The next step is to display each of the promotion’s root child products so that the shopper may edit the 
quantities. These are displayed within the begin config form. 

The form navigates each of the child relationships (atg.siebel.configurator.PromotionRootCPRelationship) 
from the promotion configuration instance is set on the configuration form handler. For each relationship 
the following steps are carried out: 

- The relationship product name is displayed under the ‘Root Product’ heading. The value is the 
product name for component relationships and it is the product line name for aggregate 
relationships. 

- The default product ID is displayed under the heading ‘Product ID’. This value is the relationship’s 
default product ID, which is only set for component relationships. 

- For aggregate relationships, each domain product on the relationship is displayed under the 
heading ‘Domain Product’. The quantity text field value (displayed under the heading ‘Quantity’) is 
set to the value of the domain product’s quantity property. 

- For component relationships the relationship’s min and max quantity values are retrieved. If min 
and max are the same then the text box is set to the value of min, otherwise a dropdown is 
created and the values are set to the range between min and max. 

Once the shopper has set all of the quantities they submit the form by clicking on the “Configure 
Products” button. This will result in a call to the configuration form handler method, initialisePromotion. 
Ultimately that will result in a redirect to the controller JSP associated with the promotion, but before that 
the product configuration initialisation process is carried out (see Product Configuration chapter for 
details) 

Get Promotion Template Droplet 
This section details the get promotion template droplet class and component. 

Get Promotion Template Droplet Class 
The GetPromotionTemplateDroplet class (atg.siebel.configurator.droplet) is a new class that provides 
page coders with the ability to initialise the promotion edit process. The droplet sets up and returns the 
promotion configuration instance object. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the DynamoServlet class (atg.servlet.DynamoServlet). The class declaration is: 
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public class GetPromotionTemplateDroplet extends DynamoServlet 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Configurator Manager (a reference to the configurator manager component, 
atg.siebel.configurator.ConfiguratorManager).  

Class General Implementation 

Service 

public void service (DynamoHttpServletRequest req, DynamoHttpServletResponse res) throws 
ServletException, IOException 

This method initiates the creation of a promotion configuration instance 
(atg.siebel.configurator.PromotionConfigInstance) for the promotion to be edited, and returns that 
instance in the output parameters. 

The method starts by extracting the commerce item ID parameter from the request (i.e. corresponding to 
the promotion commerce item in the Oracle Commerce shopping cart). 

Next the configurator manager method, getPromotionTemplate is called to create a promotion 
configuration instance for the promotion (passing the commerce item ID as a parameter).  

Now that the promotion configuration instance has been created it is passed back in the output 
parameters, which makes it available to the page coder (i.e. in the promotion edit JSP).  

Get Promotion Template Droplet Component 
The GetPromotionTemplateDroplet component 
(atg.siebel.configurator.GetPromotionTemplateDroplet.properties) is defined as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.droplet.GetPromotionTemplateDroplet 

manager=/atg/siebel/configurator/ConfiguratorManager 
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Product Configuration Processes 

This chapter describes the product configuration processes. The chapter starts by giving an example of a 
typical product configuration flow. Then it goes into more detail on the controller JSPs used to display the 
product configuration UI. Finally it describes the droplets used in the product configuration processes.  

Example Flow 
The product configuration process may start in one of two ways. In the case of a standalone configurable 
product the configuration starts after the product has been added to the cart. In the case of a promotion 
the product configuration process only starts after the promotion edit process has been completed. 

In this example we use a promotion but the process for the standalone configurable product is easily 
understood by looking the overview sections, Standalone Product Configuration Initialisation and Single 
Page Product Configuration Process and following through the corresponding code in the reference 
implementation. 

Once the promotion edit process has ended the configuration form handler begins the promotion product 
configuration initialisation process. It starts by validating the quantities selected during promotion edit. 
Once validation is complete the root child PCI objects are created and linked to the promotion 
configuration instance. 

The initialisation process then starts a Siebel product configurator session for each root child product by 
calling the Siebel web service, beginCfg. This creates headless configurator sessions in Siebel. These 
headless sessions are in-memory objects and are not linked to a physical Siebel quote. This is an 
important factor in reducing the lag in communications between Oracle Commerce and Siebel.  

After initialisation has been completed it is time to redirect the shopper to the UI that they will use to 
configure the root child products. These UIs are known as controllers and there are two options included 
with the reference implementation. 

The first controller is a single page option that displays the entire UI (for all root child products) on a single 
page. The second is a multi-page option that displays a separate page for each root child product and 
strings them together into a flow where each root child is configured before moving on to the next. These 
controllers are described in detail later in this chapter. 

In order to figure out which controller to use the configuration form handler calls UI manager. UI manger 
gets the details from the SPU repository. The configuration form handler then redirects to whatever 
controller has been configured against the promotion. In this example we will go with the single page 
option. 

The single page JSP includes another JSP called UI node wrapper renderer. The included JSP calls the 
generate UI node list droplet to generate the UI. The UI generation process is covered in more detail later 
but for now all we need to understand is that the process returns a list of UI nodes that the JSP will iterate 
over in order to display the product configuration UI. Each node has its own ID and is hooked up to the 
appropriate form handler (using JavaScript) depending on its type. 
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The UI nodes fall into two main types namely, updates and deletes. Updates may be the addition of new 
child products or updates to attribute values. Deletes are all about removing a child product and any child 
product tree that is linked underneath that child product. 

As a shopper makes changes, those changes are submitted via forms and eventually they are relayed 
back to Siebel. Siebel takes stock of the current state of the configuration and returns the details of what 
options are available for the next configuration step. These details are stored in the Oracle Commerce 
configuration instance objects and a new set of UI nodes is generated to reflect the updated UI.  

When the shopper is finished the configuration process they will click on the “End Configuration” button 
and the corresponding Siebel configuration sessions will be ended. As part of ending each configuration 
session Siebel will return the final state to Oracle Commerce. This final state is used to add the products 
to the Oracle Commerce cart, ready for check out. 

The multi page example is similar, except that the end configuration happens for each individual product 
as it is configured (before moving on to the next screen). That means that the root child products will be 
added to the Oracle Commerce cart individually, rather than in one fell swoop, as is the case with the 
single page example. 

Controller JSPs 
This section describes the two controllers that are shipped with the reference implementation. It also 
describes other JSPs that are used by the controllers. 

Single Page Controller 
The single page controller displays the entire product configuration UI for the product. In the case of 
bundled promotions that may include the UI for several root child products. The JSP is named, single-
page-renderer.jsp (siebel.war\configurator\renderer). 

Parameters & Initialisation 
The JSP imports the Oracle Commerce DSP and DSP EL tag libraries. 

It also imports a bean the product update form handler 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.ProductUpdateFormHandler). This form handler is described in the Product 
Configuration Form Handlers chapter. 

The parameter passed to this JSP is the commerce item ID. It is the ID of the promotion’s commerce 
item. 

UI Rendering 
The UI rendering is done by including the JSP, uiNodeWrapperRenderer.JSP 
(siebel.war\configurator\renderer). The commerce item ID is passed to the include file as a parameter. 
That results in the UI being rendered for the entire promotion, i.e. all of its root child products, or for the 
standalone configurable product. 
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The uiNodeWrapperRenderer JSP retrieves the UI as a list of UI node objects. Each node object has its 
own unique index and represents an element of the UI. Each node is also hooked up to a form using a 
JavaScript function. 

The uiNodeWrapperRenderer JSP is described in more detail later in this section. 

Updates & Deletes 
The single page JSP adds two forms, one for updates and one for deletes. Each UI node is hooked up to 
one of these two forms using a JavaScript function. 

The update form has an ID of, ‘updateUI’. It hooks up to the product update form handler’s 
updateUINodeByIndex method. The form handler’s node index and node value are set from the UI node, 
during the updateUINode JavaScript function execution. The form handler’s key is set to the commerce 
item ID of the promotion (or standalone configurable product). Its updateSuccessURL property is set to 
the single page JSP. The commerce item ID is added as a parameter to the success URL. 

The delete form has an ID of, ‘removeChild’. It hooks up to the product update form handler’s 
deleteSelectedproducts method. The form handler’s node index is set from the UI node, during the 
removeChildProduct JavaScript function execution. The form handler’s key is set to the commerce item 
ID of the promotion (or standalone configurable product). Its updateSuccessURL property is set to the 
single page JSP. The commerce item ID is added as a parameter to the success URL. 

The next piece of code is the definition of the JavaScript functions used to submit the forms. These 
functions are self-explanatory. 

Navigation 
The single page JSP presents one navigation option at the completion of the product configuration and 
that is the “End Configuration” button. The button is part of the “endConfig” form. The form hooks up to 
the configuration form handler’s endConfiguration method 
(atg.siebel.configurator.formhandler.ConfigurationFormHandler). 

This form handler will end the configurator sessions with Siebel and add the configured products to the 
Oracle Commerce shopping cart. The form handler’s endConfigPromotionSuccessURL property enables 
the page coder to decide where to redirect to after product configuration is complete. Typically sites 
redirect to the cart / order summary page. 

Multi Page Controller 
The multi page controller displays the configuration UI for the next promotion root child product. It starts 
with the first root child and enables the shopper to navigate through each root child product (each on its 
own page) until the process is complete. The JSP is named, multi-page-renderer.jsp 
(siebel.war\configurator\renderer). 

Parameters & Initialisation 
The JSP imports the Oracle Commerce DSP and DSP EL tag libraries. 

It also imports a bean for product update form handler 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.ProductUpdateFormHandler). 
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The parameters passed into this JSP are the commerce item ID and the index. The commerce item ID is 
the ID of the promotion commerce item and the index is the index of the next root child product to be 
configured (within the promotion). 

In order to render the product configuration UI page, the multi page JSP needs to know which root child 
product it is currently dealing with, and the value of that root’s corresponding product configuration 
instance (PCI) key. It establishes the PCI key by calling the get next product key droplet 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.GetNextProductKeyDroplet), and passing the commerce item ID and index as 
parameters. The droplet returns the PCI key in the output parameters. It also returns the end 
configuration flag that is used by the navigation JSP (described below). 

UI Rendering 
The UI rendering is done by including the JSP, uiNodeWrapperRenderer.JSP 
(siebel.war\configurator\renderer). The PCI key of the current root child product is passed to the include 
file as a parameter. That results in the UI being rendered for the root child product. 

The uiNodeWrapperRenderer JSP retrieves the UI as a list of UI node objects. Each node object has its 
own unique index and represents an element of the UI. Each node is also hooked up to a form using a 
JavaScript function. 

The uiNodeWrapperRenderer JSP is described in more detail later in this section. 

Updates & Deletes 
The multi page JSP adds two forms, one for updates and one for deletes. Each UI node is hooked up to 
one of these two forms using a JavaScript function. 

The update form has an ID of, ‘updateUI’. It hooks up to the product update form handler’s 
updateUINodeByIndex method. The form handler’s node index and node value are set from the UI node, 
during the updateUINode JavaScript function execution. The form handler’s key is set to the PCI key of 
the current root child product. Its updateSuccessURL property is set to the multi page JSP. The 
commerce item ID and index are added as parameters to the success URL. 

The delete form has an ID of, ‘removeChild’. It hooks up to the product update form handler’s 
deleteSelectedproducts method. The form handler’s node index is set from the UI node, during the 
removeChildProduct JavaScript function execution. The form handler’s key is set to the commerce item 
ID of the promotion. Its updateSuccessURL property is set to the multi page JSP. The commerce item ID 
and index are added as parameters to the success URL. 

The next piece of code is the definition of the JavaScript functions used to submit the forms. These 
functions are self-explanatory. 

Navigation 
The multi page JSP presents one navigation option on each screen but what that option is depends on 
where we are at in the configuration process. For all but the last root child product the option is a 
“Configure Next Product” button and on the last root child product the option is the “End Configuration” 
button.  

This logic is rendered by the navigation buttons JSP, which is described below. 
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UI Node Wrapper Renderer 
The uiNodeWrapperRenderer JSP is included by both controllers (i.e. single page JSP and multi page 
JSP). The JSP initiates the UI generation process and then renders the resulting UI elements. 

Parameters & Initialisation 
The JSP imports the Oracle Commerce DSP and DSP EL tag libraries. 

There is one parameter passed into this JSP, named key. Its value depends on which controller passed 
the parameter. For the single page controller the key will be the promotion’s commerce item ID, and for 
the multi page controller it will be the PCI key of the current root child product. 

UI Generation 
The JSP initiates the UI generation by calling the get UI node list droplet 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.GenerateUINodeListDroplet). The key is passed as a parameter. This droplet 
generates a list of UI nodes that represent the UI, whether it’s the entire product configuration UI or just 
the UI for the current root child product. The list of UI nodes is contained in the uiWrapper output 
parameter (atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UINodeWrapper). 

UI Rendering 
The first step is to include the CSS file (if one is specified) in the HTML head element. This is just a page 
include of the URL specified in the UI wrapper. 

The next step is to iterate over the UI nodes and render each of them. Each UI node will refer to a page 
fragment that represents that element of the UI. The UI node and an index are passed as parameters to 
the page fragment JSP. The index is unique to the UI node element. The various JSP page fragments 
available for UI construction are described in the Structured Product UI chapter. 

Navigation Buttons 
The navigationButtons JSP (siebel.war\configurator\renderer) is only included by the multi page controller 
JSP. It presents either the “Configure Next Product” button or the “End Configuration” button depending 
on where we are at in the sequence of root child products. 

The “Configure Next Product” appears for all root child products except for the last one in the sequence, 
when it is replaced by the “End Configuration” button. 

Both buttons are part of the “endConfig” form, which hooks up to the configuration form handler’s 
endConfiguration method (atg.siebel.configurator.formhandler.ConfigurationFormHandler). The form 
handler will end the configurator session with Siebel for the product that has just been configured, and 
add its commerce item to the Oracle Commerce cart / order. 

The “Configure Next Product” sets the form handler’s endConfigSuccessURL property to the URL of the 
multi page controller, to ensure that it redirects back to the multi page controller in order to process the 
next product in the sequence. 

In the case of the “End Configuration” button the endConfigSuccessURL property is taken from the form 
handler’s component configuration. This is normally set to something like the order summary page. 
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Generate Next Product Key Droplet 
This section details the get next product key droplet class and component. 

Generate Next Product Key Droplet Class 
The GetNextProductKeyDroplet class (atg.siebel.configurator.droplet) is a new class that returns the PCI 
key of the next root child product to be configured. This is subsequently used in the UI generation 
process. It also returns a flag to indicate whether or not this is the last of the promotion’s root child 
products. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the DynamoServlet class (atg.servlet.DynamoServlet). The class declaration is: 

public class GetNextProductKeyDroplet extends DynamoServlet 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- UI Manager (a reference to the UI manager component, atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UIManager).  

- Is Showing Non Configurable Products (controls whether or not to show non-configurable root 
child products, e.g. a simple product with attributes) 

Class General Implementation 

Service 

public void service (DynamoHttpServletRequest req, DynamoHttpServletResponse res) throws 
ServletException, IOException 

This method enables the page coder to get access to the PCI key of the next root child product to be 
configured, by specifying the promotion’s commerce item ID and the index of the next root child product. 
The method also returns a flag to indicate whether or not this is the last of the root child products in the 
configuration sequence. 

The input parameters are named ‘commerceItemId’ and ‘index’, respectively. 

The key output parameter is named ‘key’, and the flag output parameter is named ‘endConfig’. 

The method calls UI manager’s getInstance method to get the promotion configuration instance 
corresponding to the commerce item ID (supplied in the input parameters). 

To get the PCI key of the root child product, the method calls the getRootProducts method on the 
promotion configuration instance object, and then calls the get method on the results, specifying the index 
as a parameter.  
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The next step depends of whether or not the next product is configurable. If the product’s type is not 
configurable or simple product with attributes, and we are not showing non-configurable products, then 
we ensure that the product is added to the order by calling UI manager’s beginConfiguration and 
endConfiguration methods. In this scenario these methods will not result in calls to Siebel; they will simply 
update the PCI objects and add the product to the cart. We then move on to the next root child product to 
see if it needs to be displayed for configuration. 

If the product currently being considered is configurable, or even if it is not configurable but we are 
displaying non-configurable products, then its PCI key is converted into a string in preparation for its 
addition to the output parameters. 

The method then checks if this is the last root child by calling the getRootProductSize method on the 
promotion configuration instance object. It subtracts one from the value returned and compares that to the 
index. If they match then the flag is set to true. 

The method finishes by putting the key and flag into the output parameters in the request. 

Generate Next Product Key Droplet Component 
The GetNextProductKeyDroplet component 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.GetNextProductKeyDroplet.properties) is defined as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.droplet.GetNextProductKeyDroplet 

$scope=session 

uiManager=UIManager 

Generate UI Node List Droplet 
This section details the generate UI node list droplet class and component. 

Generate UI Node List Droplet Class 
The GenerateUINodeListDroplet class (atg.siebel.configurator.droplet) is a new class that returns an UI 
node wrapper object (atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UINodeWrapper) to the page coder. The UI nodes 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UINode) in this wrapper are iterated over to render the product configuration UI. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the DynamoServlet class (atg.servlet.DynamoServlet). The class declaration is: 

public class GenerateUINodeListDroplet extends DynamoServlet 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- UI Manager (a reference to the UI manager component).  
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Class General Implementation 

Service 

public void service (DynamoHttpServletRequest req, DynamoHttpServletResponse res) throws 
ServletException, IOException 

This method manages the generation of the product configuration UI for the given key. The key may 
represent an entire promotion, or just one of the promotion’s root child products, or a single standalone 
configurable product, depending on which controller is being used, and whether it’s a promotion or 
standalone configurable product. 

The input parameter is named ‘key’. 

The output parameter is named ‘uiWrapper’. 

The method calls UI manager’s getUI method, passing the key as the parameter. That method returns a 
UI node wrapper object that represents the product configuration UI. See the UI Generation chapter for 
more details on the generation of the UI node wrapper.  

The method finishes by putting the UI node wrapper object into the output parameter in the request. 

Generate UI Node List Droplet Component 
The GenerateUINodeListDroplet component 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.GenerateUINodeListDroplet.properties) is defined as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.droplet.GenerateUINodeListDroplet 

$scope=session 

uiManager=UIManager 
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Promotion Edit Form Handlers 

This chapter describes the form handlers used during the promotion edit process. 

Promotion Edit Form Handler 
This section details the promotion edit form handler class and component. This form handler is used 
during the promotion re-edit process. The promotion re-edit process is used when loading a promotion 
that either fully or partially exists in the order repository. 

Promotion re-edit is required when either, the shopper abandons the promotion product configuration part 
way through (and wants to complete it later), or when the shopper has completed the promotion product 
configuration process and wishes to alter that configuration (before submitting the order). 

Promotion Edit Form Handler Class 
The PromotionEditFormHandler class (atg.siebel.configurator.formhandler) is a new class that enables re-
editing of a promotion. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class PromotionEditFormHandler extends RepositoryFormHandler 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Commerce Item ID (the ID of the promotion commerce item). 

- Shopping Cart (the current shopping cart). 

- Configurator Manager (a reference to the configurator manager component). 

- Set Up Promotion For Edit Success URL (the re-direct URL used when the promotion has been 
loaded for editing). 

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 
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Handle Set Up promotion For Edit 

public boolean handleSetUpPromotionForEdit (DynamoHttpServletRequest pRequest, 
DynamoHttpServletResponse pResponse) throws ServletException, IOException 

This method manages the loading of the existing promotion from the order repository into the 
configuration objects in memory. 

 

Promotion Edit Form Handler Component 
The PromotionEditFormHandler component 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.PromotionEditFormHandler.properties) is defined as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.formhandler.PromotionEditFormHandler 

$scope=request 

manager=/atg/siebel/configurator/ConfiguratorManager 

shoppingCart=/atg/commerce/ShoppingCart 
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Product Configuration Form Handlers 

This chapter describes the form handlers used during the product configuration process. 

Configuration Form Handler 
This section details the configuration form handler class and component. 

Configuration Form Handler Class 
The ConfigurationFormHandler class (atg.siebel.configurator.formhandler) is a new class that enables 
initialisation and termination of the product configuration process. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class ConfigurationFormHandler extends RepositoryFormHandler 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Promotion Configuration Instance (a reference to the promotion configuration instance associated 
with the promotion). 

- UI Manager (a reference to the UI manager component). 

- End Configuration Promotion Success URL (the URL to redirect to when promotion configuration 
has been completed). 

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Before Set 

public boolean beforeSet (DynamoHttpServletRequest pRequest, DynamoHttpServletResponse 
pResponse) throws DropletFormException 

This method extracts the commerce item ID from the request and uses that to retrieve the corresponding 
promotion configuration instance. 
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Once the commerce item ID is extracted the method calls UI manager’s getInstance method to retrieve 
the promotion configuration instance. 

The promotion configuration instance is then set on the form handler. 

Handle Initialise Promotion 

public boolean handleInitialisePromotion (DynamoHttpServletRequest pRequest, 
DynamoHttpServletResponse pResponse) throws ServletException, IOException 

This method ensures that each root child product is ready to start the configuration process, before 
redirecting to the appropriate product configuration UI. 

The method starts by calling the validateQuantities method on the promotion configuration instance 
object. This ensures that the quantities selected for each root child product (i.e. during the promotion edit 
process), are valid. 

Next the method calls the initialiseRootProducts method on the promotion configuration instance object. 
That method manages the setup of a Siebel product configurator session for each root child product 
instance. 

Finally the method calls UI manager’s getPromotionRendererURL method to get the redirect URL stub. 
The commerce item ID is appended to the stub URL as a parameter, and the redirect is executed. 

The redirect is to the product configuration UI controller that is configured against the promotion (in the 
SPU repository). There are two controllers shipped with this reference implementation. For details see the 
Controller JSPs section. 

Handle End Configuration 

public boolean handleEndConfiguration (DynamoHttpServletRequest pRequest, 
DynamoHttpServletResponse pResponse) throws ServletException, IOException 

This method manages the completion of product configuration for the product given by the parameter, 
commerce item ID. This may be an individual product or a promotion depending on the UI setup (i.e. a 
single page controller or a multi-page controller). 

The method delegates the end configuration to the UI manager by calling its endConfiguration method, 
passing the commerce item ID as a parameter. Ultimately, that results in the product configurator 
session(s) with Siebel being terminated, and the configured products being added to the Oracle 
Commerce shopping cart. 

The final step is to redirect to the URL given by the End Configuration Promotion Success URL.  

validateProduct 

public void validateProduct() throws ConfiguratorException 

This method does the basic validation of products and is called in Handle Initialise Promotion. 
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Configuration Form Handler Component 
The ConfigurationFormHandler component 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.ConfigurationFormHandler.properties) is defined as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.formhandler.ConfigurationFormHandler 

$scope=request 

uiManager=UIManager 

Product Update Form Handler 
This section details the product update form handler class and component. 

Product Update Form Handler Class 
The ProductUpdateFormHandler class (atg.siebel.configurator.formhandler) is a new class that manages 
product updates from the UI. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public abstract class ProductUpdateFormHandler extends RepositoryFormHandler 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Update Success URL (the URL to redirect to after a successful update). 

- Node Value (the value associated with the UI node being updated). 

- Index (the index of the UI node being updated). 

- Key (either the promotion’s commerce item ID or the PCI key depending on which controller JSP 
is being used). 

- UI Manager (a reference to the UI manager component). 

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Handle Update UI Node By Index 

public boolean handleUpdateUINodeByIndex (DynamoHttpServletRequest pRequest, 
DynamoHttpServletResponse pResponse) throws ServletException, IOException  
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This method manages the update process for a UI node. It delegates the work to UI manager’s 
updateNode method, passing the node value, node index and PCI key as parameters. 

The method completes by doing a redirect to the Update Success URL. 

Handle Delete Selected Products 

public boolean handleDeleteSelectedproducts (DynamoHttpServletRequest pRequest, 
DynamoHttpServletResponse pResponse) throws ServletException, IOException 

This method manages the deletion of a product(s). It delegates the work to UI manager’s deleteProduct 
method, passing the PCI key and the node index as parameters. 

The method completes by doing a redirect to the Update Success URL. 

Product Update Form Handler Component 
The ProductUpdateFormHandler component 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ui.ProductUpdateFormHandler.properties) is defined as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.formhandler.ProductUpdateFormHandler 

$scope=request 

uiManager=UIManager 
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Product Configuration Process Objects 

This chapter details the configuration process objects. These objects are used to keep track of the current 
state of the product configuration process on Oracle Commerce. 

The objects introduced here are used by the various components throughout the product configurator 
integration. Those components are described in subsequent chapters. 

Configuration Context Object 
The ConfigurationContext (atg.siebel.configurator) class is a bean like class that stores command 
information to be used when making web service calls to Siebel. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class ConfigurationContext 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Instance (a reference to the configuration instance object). 

- Command Type (the command to be executed). 

- Context (the configuration params to be used when executing the command). 

Configuration Instance Objects 
This section describes the configuration instance objects. These objects store product configuration 
details about the promotions and products. They also hold information that links the products to their UI 
configuration. 

The diagram below shows the classes: 
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Base Configuration Instance Class 
The BaseConfigInstance (atg.siebel.configurator) class stores information that is common to all 
configuration instance classes. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public abstract class BaseConfigInstance 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Configurator Manager (a reference to the configurator manager component). 

- Product ID (of the product being configured). 

- Order ID (current Oracle Commerce order associated with the shopping cart). 

- Commerce Item ID (the commerce item that represents the promotion / product in the order). 

- Repository Item (the product repository item). 

- Product Type (from the repository property ‘siebelType’). 

- Description (product description). 

- Integration ID (used to communicate with Siebel, and connect this configuration instance with the 
Siebel equivalent object). 

BaseConfigInstance 

PromotionConfigInstance ProductConfigInstance 

RootProductConfigInstance ChildProductConfigInstance 
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- Display Name (product display name). 

Class Implementation 
The methods in this class are mostly getters and setters for the data. The one method that needs an 
explanation is the constructor (see below). 

Base Config Instance (Constructor) 

public BaseConfigInstance (String pOrderId, String pProductId, ConfiguratorManager pManager) 
throws ConfiguratorException 

The method uses the parameters to set the corresponding data on the instance. 

It then calls the findProduct method on catalog tools component, using the product is as a parameter. A 
reference to catalog tools is retrieved using the configurator manager reference in the instance data. 

The findProduct method returns the repository item for the product. This constructor then extracts the 
product type and description from the repository item and uses the value to set the corresponding object 
data.  

Promotion Configuration Instance Class 
The PromotionConfigInstance (atg.siebel.configurator) class extends the BaseConfigInstance class to 
store and manage additional information that is specific to promotions. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class PromotionConfigInstance extends BaseConfigInstance 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Child Relationships (a list of PromotionRootCPRelationship objects, each representing a root 
child product of the promotion). 

Class Implementation 
The methods in this class manage the configuration instance objects related to promotions. 

Find Child Relationship By Id 

public PromotionRootCPRelationship findChildRelationshipById (String pRelationshipId) 

This method searches the child relationships list for an object with the given relationship ID. 
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Create Root Products 

public void createRootProducts (ProductConfigInstanceCache pProductConfigInstanceCache) 
throws ConfiguratorException 

This method manages the creation of the root product config instances for the promotion. It loops through 
all of the child relationships and delegates the work, by calling the createRootProduct method (see 
below). For each call it passes the product config instance cache and the child relationship as 
parameters. 

Create Root Product 

public void createRootProduct (ProductConfigInstanceCache pProductConfigInstanceCache, 
PromotionRootCPRelationship pChildRelationShip) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method manages the creation of the product config instances for a specific child relationship. It 
delegates the work by calling the createRootCPInstances on the child relationship object. 

There may be multiple product config instances created for any one promotion root child product 
relationship depending on the quantities selected by the shopper (during the promotion edit process). 

Begin Config Root Products 

public void beginConfigRootProducts() throws ConfiguratorException 

This method manages the initiation of the configurator sessions for each root product. 

The method retrieves the promotion’s child relationships by calling the getChildRelationships method. It 
then iterates over the child relationships and calls the initialiseRootProduct method for each. 

Initialise Root Products 

public void initialiseRootProducts () throws ConfiguratorException 

This method manages the initialisation of the root product config instances for the promotion. It loops 
through all of the child relationships and delegates the work by calling initialiseRootProduct method (see 
below) for each of them, passing the child relationship as a parameter. 

Initialise Root Product 

public void initialiseRootProduct (PromotionRootCPRelationship pChildRelationship) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method manages the initialisation of the product config instances for a specific child relationship. It 
starts by getting the array of product config instance objects from the child relationship. 

It loops through each product config instance and delegates the work by calling the 
initializeRootProductInstance method (see below), passing it the product config instance as a parameter. 

Initialize Root Product Instance 

public void initializeRootProductInstance (ProductConfigInstance pInstance) throws 
ConfiguratorException 
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This method initialises the product config instance. 

The instance status is checked to determine the appropriate action. 

If the status is CONFIGURED or INITIALISED then we are in the promotion re-edit / re-configuration 
scenario and we call the root product configuration instance’s editConfiguration method, otherwise we call 
the beginConfiguration method (as it’s a first time configuration that requires initialisation). 

Get Root Products 

public List<ProductConfigInstance> getRootProducts () 

This method loops through the child relationships and extracts all of the product config instances from 
each relationship. These are all compiled into a list of product config instance objects that is returned. 

The returned list represents all of the promotion root child products that the shopper has to configure. 
That could include multiple instances of each of the root child products on the promotion (depending on 
the quantities the shopper selected during promotion edit). 

Get Root Product Size 

public int getRootProductSize() 

This method returns the number of root child products associated with the promotion. 

Validate Quantities  

public void validateQuantities() throws ConfiguratorException 

This method validates that the quantities selected for the root child products, fall within the cardinalities 
specified by the promotion definition in the catalog. The method delegates the actual validation to the 
PromotionRootCPRelationship (atg.siebel.configurator) objects. 

End Configuration 

public void endConfiguration() 

This method manages the termination of the Siebel product configurator sessions for all of the root child 
product instances on the promotion. The work is delegated by calling the endConfiguration method on the 
root product configuration instance objects. 

 

Product Configuration Instance Class 
The ProductConfigInstance (atg.siebel.configurator) class extends the BaseConfigInstance class to store 
and manage additional information that is specific to all product instances. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 
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public class ProductConfigInstance extends BaseConfigInstance 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Product Config Instance Key (an instance of the ProductConfigInstanceKey class that establishes 
the position of the product config instance in the tree). 

- Promotion Config Instance (a reference to the parent promotion, if it exists). 

- Status (the ProductConfigInstanceStatus enum from the Constants class that stores the status of 
the product’s configuration progress. It can be new, initialised or configured). 

- Command Status (the command status of the last command executed). 

- Commerce Item ID (the commerce item ID of the product). 

- Delete (a delete flag that marks a PCI for deletion). 

- Child Relationships (an array of ProductConfigRelationship objects, each of which bridges to a list 
of child product config instances, thus forming a hierarchical tree). 

- Session (an instance of a SiebelSession class that stores information used when calling Siebel 
web services). 

- Attributes (a map of Attribute (atg.siebel.configurator.attribute) objects associated with the 
product instance). 

Class Implementation 

Create Key 

protected ProductConfigInstanceKey createKey (String pProductId, int pInstanceNumber) 

This version of the method is used for product config instances that are not currently part of a tree. 

It creates a new key (atg.siebel.configurator.ProductConfigInstanceKey) using the product ID and 
instance number. 

Create Key 

protected ProductConfigInstanceKey createKey (ProductConfigInstance pParentInstance, String 
pProductId, int pInstanceNumber) 

This version of the method is used when the product config instance is being inserted under a parent 
product config instance (in the tree). 

The ProductConfigInstanceKey is created by cloning the parent key and adding a new element using the 
product ID and instance number.  

Set Attribute Value 

public void setAttributeValue (String pName, String pValue) throws ConfiguratorException 
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This method sets the value for the given attribute in the map. Before setting the value it calls the 
isValidAttributeValue method on the attribute to ensure that the type of the value is as expected. 

Get Child Relationship 

public ProductConfigRelationship getChildRelationship (String pRelationshipId) 

This method searches for a ProductConfigRelationship in the child relationships that matches the given 
ID. 

Class Configuration Change Methods 

Add Child Product 

public CommandResult addChildProduct (String pRelationshipId, String pProductId) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method adds a child product to the tree via a ProductConfigRelationship object. 

The method starts by finding the correct relationship object. It does that by calling the 
getChildRelationship method, passing the relationship ID as a parameter. 

Provided we haven’t reached the maximum quantity (i.e. cardinality) for the given product then the 
method creates a ConfigurationContext by calling the createAddProductContext method, passing the 
relationship ID and the product ID as parameters. The context command is set to ReplaceProduct or 
AddProduct depending on the processing in the createAddProductContext method. 

The command invocation is delegated to the configurator manager method, 
performProductConfigurationChange and the context is passed as a parameter. 

Update Attributes  

public CommandResult updateAttributes (Attribute[] pAttributes) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method updates the given attributes by delegating the command invocation to the configurator 
manager method, performProductConfigurationChange. 

The performProductConfigurationChange method needs a context to be passed to it so this method 
creates that context first by calling the method createSetAttributesContext. The command is set to 
SetAttributes. 

Update Attributes 

public CommandResult updateAttributes () throws ConfiguratorException 

This method is effectively the same as the method above (of the same name) only this time it updates all 
of the attributes that exist on the product config instance. 

Handle Updates 

public CommandResult handleUpdates (List<ConfigurationContext> pUpdates) 
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This method allows us to run multiple update commands in a batch. 

The first step is to call the createMultiFacetUpdateContext to create the context. The list of 
ConfigurationContext objects is passed as a parameter. 

The command invocation is delegated to the Configurator Manager method, 
performProductConfigurationChange and the context is passed as a parameter. 

Class Configuration Context Methods 

Create Add Product Context 

protected ConfigurationContext createAddProductContext (String pRelationshipId, String 
pProductId) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method creates the configuration context (atg.siebel.configurator.ConfigurationContext) for adding 
the product to the tree. It begins by locating the child relationship by calling getChildRelationship. 

The context creation is then delegated to the child relationship by calling it’s createAddProductContext 
with the product ID passed as a parameter. 

Create Set Attributes Context 

protected ConfigurationContext createSetAttributesContext (Attribute[] pAttributes) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method creates the configuration context when setting attributes on a product. The context is created 
with the product config instance and the command SetAttributes. 

The attribute array passed in is then set on the context as configuration parameters 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ConfigurationParams). 

Create Delete Product Context 

public ConfigurationContext createDeleteProductContext () throws ConfiguratorException 

This method creates the configuration context (atg.siebel.configurator.ConfigurationContext) for deleting a 
product. The context is created with the product config instance and the command RemoveProduct. 

Create Multi Facet Update Context 

protected ConfigurationContext createMultiFacetUpdateContext (List<ConfigurationContext> 
pContextList) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method creates the configuration context when making multiple changes for a product. The context 
is created with the product config instance and the command MultiFacetUpdate. 

The context list passed in is then set on the context as configuration parameters 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ConfigurationParams). Each element of the context list represents a command to 
be run against a product. 
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Root Product Configuration Instance Class 
The RootProductConfigInstance (atg.siebel.configurator) class extends the ProductConfigInstance class 
to store and manage additional information that is specific to root products, i.e. product config instances 
at the top of the configuration instance tree. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class RootProductConfigInstance extends ProductConfigInstance  

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Depth (the depth of the product config instance down the tree). 

Class Constructors 

Root Product Config Instance  

public RootProductConfigInstance(PromotionConfigInstance pPromotion, String pProductId, int 
pInstanceNumber) throws ConfiguratorException 

This constructor creates a root level configurable product that is part of the given promotion. 

Root Product Config Instance  

public RootProductConfigInstance(String pOrderId, String pCommerceItemId, String pProductId, 
int pInstanceNumber, ConfiguratorManager pManager) throws ConfiguratorException 

This constructor creates a root level configurable product that is not part of any promotion. 

Class Implementation 

Begin Configuration 

public synchronized CommandResult beginConfiguration() 

This method starts a Siebel configurator session for a product that has not been configured before. 

The method begins by creating a ConfigurationContext (atg.siebel.configurator) using the product config 
instance and the command BeginConfig. 

The commands constants are defined in the Constants class (atg.siebel.configurator). The command 
implementations are to be found in the atg.siebel.configurator.command package. 
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The command invocation is delegated to the configurator manager method, 
performProductConfigurationChange and the context is passed as a parameter. If successful the product 
config instance status is set to ‘Initialised’ otherwise an exception is thrown. 

The parent class’s processResult method is called to determine if the command execution was 
successful. If it was then the status is set to initialised. 

Edit Configuration 

public synchronized CommandResult editConfiguration() 

This method starts a Siebel configurator session for a product that has been previously configured. 

The method starts by checking if the ProductConfigInstanceStatus is set to initialised. If it is then it is likely 
that this PCI is already being configured. In this case we report a warning but we allow the configuration 
to proceed. A command result object is created for the warning. 

If the status is not set to initialised then we assume that it is configured and set the status as such. We 
create a new configuration context object for the begin config command and then call configurator 
manager’s performProductConfigurationChange method to execute the command.  

The parent class’s processResult method is called to determine if the command execution was 
successful. If it was then the status is set to initialised. 

End Configuration 

public synchronized CommandResult endConfiguration() 

This method starts by creating a ConfigurationContext object, using the product config instance and the 
command EndConfig. 

The command invocation is delegated to the configurator manager method, 
performProductConfigurationChange and the context is passed as a parameter. If successful the product 
config instance status is set to ‘Configured’ otherwise an exception is thrown. 

Determine Product Depth 

protected int determineProductDepth () throws ConfiguratorException 

This method determines the product depth. The product depth refers to the product’s level in the product 
config instance tree. 

The method delegates the work to the configurator tools method determineProductDepth. It passes the 
product repository item to that method. 

Child Product Configuration Instance Class 
The ChildProductConfigInstance (atg.siebel.configurator) class extends the ProductConfigInstance class 
to store and manage additional information that is specific to child products, i.e. products underneath a 
root product configuration instance, in the tree. 
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Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class ChildProductConfigInstance extends ProductConfigInstance 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Parent Relationship (references the parent product config relationship, i.e. one level up the tree). 

- Root Instance (references the parent root product configuration instance). 

- Parent Relationship (AbtractRelationship class instance pointing to the parent configuration 
instance). 

- Root Instance (points to the root product config instance that is at the head of the tree). 

The data above is reasonably self-explanatory, except perhaps for the parent relationship. Abstract 
relationship objects are used to link configuration instances together into a hierarchical tree. This parent 
relationship links the configuration instance to its parent configuration instance. 

Class Constructors 

Child Product Config Instance  

protected ChildProductConfigInstance (ProductConfigRelationship pParentRelationship, String 
pProductId, int pInstanceNumber) throws ConfiguratorException 

This is the constructor that is used for a child product configuration instance. A child product is any 
configurable product that is not at the top level of the tree. 

Class Implementation 

Refresh Child Product Config Instance 

protected void refreshChildProductConfigInstance (ProductConfigRelationship 
pParentRelationship) throws ConfiguratorException 

The method attaches this child product configuration instance to a new parent relationship and hence a 
new parent product configuration instance object. 

Delete Instance 

public CommandResult deleteInstance () throws ConfiguratorException 

This method delegates the work to the removeChildInstance method on its parent relationship (i.e. a 
product configuration relationship object). Ultimately that method call results in the command getting set 
to RemoveProduct. 
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Create Delete Product Context 

public ConfigurationContext createDeleteProductContext () throws ConfiguratorException 

This method creates the configuration context (atg.siebel.configurator.ConfigurationContext) for deleting a 
product. The context is created with the product config instance and the command RemoveProduct. 

Configuration Relationship Objects 
This section describes the configuration relationship objects. These objects store details about the 
relationships between promotions and products, and products with their child products. Promotion and 
product configuration instance objects are all linked to each other through these relationships.  

The diagram below shows the classes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract Relationship Class 
The AbstractRelationship (atg.siebel.configurator) class stores information that is common to all 
configuration relationship classes. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public abstract class AbstractRelationship 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Minimum Quantity (minimum number of child products required). 

- Maximum Quantity (maximum number of child products allowed). 

- Default Quantity (default number of child products). 

- ID (the relationship ID). 

- Quantity (current number of selected child products). 

AbstractRelationship 

PromotionRootCPRelationship ProductConfigRelationship 
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- Parent Instance (the parent configuration instance; either a promotion configuration instance or a 
product configuration instance). 

- Child Instances (a list of ProductConfigInstance objects, each representing a selected child 
product instance). 

- Display Name (the display name for the relationship). 

- Domain Products (an array of DomainProduct objects; these are the child products that are 
available to the shopper as part of this relationship). 

- Default Product ID (the ID of the default product from the array of available domain products). 

- Default Product Name (the product name of the default product). 

- Product Line ID (identifies a collection available product line when specific products haven’t been 
presented via the domain products). 

Class Implementation 
Only the getter and setter methods, that are slightly more complex, are covered below: 

Get Quantity 

public Integer getQuantity () 

This method tallies up the quantity from each of the domain products to give the total quantity of selected 
products. There will be a child configuration instance for each of these. 

The method retrieves the child product configuration instances from the relationship. It iterates through 
each and increments the product count when the product configuration instance’s product ID matches the 
relationship ID.  

If the product count is greater than the relationship’s default count then it is returned otherwise the default 
is returned. 

Validate Quanitity 

public boolean validateQuantity () 

This method returns true if the current quantity falls in the inclusive range defined by the minimum and 
maximum quantities. 

Get Next Instance Number 

protected int getNextInstanceNumber (String productId) 

This method starts by locating the child product configuration instance that matches the given product ID. 
It then gets the key from the instance and from that gets the current instance number. The new instance 
number is established by adding 1 to the current number. 

Remove Child Instance 

public void removeChildInstance (BaseConfigInstance pProductConfigInstance) 
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This is null implementation method that’s over-ridden in the sub type class, ProductConfigRelationship. 

Inner Class: Domain Product  
The DomainProduct inner class is a simple bean class that has the following properties: 

- ID (the ID of the domain product). 

- Name (the product name). 

- Default Cardinality (the default number of this product selected). 

- Quantity (the currently selected quantity of this product).  

Promotion Root CP Relationship Class 
The PromotionRootCPRelationship (atg.siebel.configurator) class provides functionality that is specific to 
the relationship between a promotion and its root child products. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class PromotionRootCPRelationship extends AbstractRelationship 

Class Data 
This sub class doesn’t add any extra data to its parent (i.e. AbstractRelationship). 

Class Implementation 
The methods below provide additional functionality over and above the parent class: 

Create Root CP Instances 

protected void createRootCPInstances (PromotionConfigInstance pPromotion,  
ProductConfigInstanceCache pProductConfigInstanceCache) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method creates a product configuration instance for each of the promotion root child products. These 
may be newly created or loaded from cache depending on if it’s a new promotion or an existing promotion 
(being re-edited). 

The method starts by re-setting the relationship’s child instances to an empty array list. 

Next the method checks the total number of domain products. If it’s greater than zero then a root product 
configuration instance is created for each unit of each domain product, by calling the 
addRootProductConfigInstance method. 
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The method then checks the cache (see Product Configuration Instance Cache section below) for a root 
product configuration instance with the same key as the one just created. If a cached item is found (which 
it will be if we are in promotion re-edit mode) then it is added to the relationship’s child instances, 
otherwise the newly create instance object is added. In the case where the newly created object is used it 
is also added to the product configuration instance cache. 

If the number of domain products is zero then the quantity is checked. If quantity is greater than zero then 
the method needs to set the product ID for root product configuration instance creation. If the default 
product ID is specified then that is used otherwise the product line ID is used. Either way a root product 
configuration instance is created for each unit of quantity, by calling addRootProductConfigInstance. 

As with domain products above, we now check the product configuration instance cache for an object 
with the same key as the newly created on. If a cached item is found (which it will be if we are in 
promotion re-edit mode) then it is added to the relationship’s child instances, otherwise the newly create 
instance object is added. In the case where the newly created object is used it is also added to the 
product configuration instance cache. 

Add Root Product Config Instance 

protected RootProductConfigInstance addRootProductConfigInstance (PromotionConfigInstance 
pPromotion, String pProductId) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method creates a root product configuration instance and adds it to the child instances. The method 
getNextInstanceNumber is called to provide the creation constructor with the next instance number. 

Product Configuration Relationship Class 
The ProductConfigRelationship (atg.siebel.configurator) class provides functionality that is specific to the 
relationship between a product and its child products. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class ProductConfigRelationship extends AbstractRelationship 

Class Data 
This sub class doesn’t add any extra data to its parent (i.e. AbstractRelationship). 

Class Implementation 
The methods below provide additional functionality over and above the parent class: 

Create Add Product Context 

public ConfigurationContext createAddProductContext (String pProductId) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method calls the other createAddProductContext method below, setting the quantity to 1. 
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Create Add Product Context 

public ConfigurationContext createAddProductContext (String pProductId, int pQuantity) throws 
ConfiguratorException  

This method creates configuration context for the specified product. 

If a product ID is not specified then the method checks for a default. If product ID is still not found then an 
exception is thrown. 

If a product ID was specified it needs to be one of the domain products in order to be valid. If it’s not valid 
an exception is thrown. 

The next check is to ensure that the addition of this product won’t put us over the maximum permitted for 
the relationship. The method canAddOrReplaceChildProduct is called to do this check. 

If no errors have been generated, a ConfigurationParams object is created and the product is set as a 
parameter for the configuration context object. 

Now we’re ready to create the configuration context but the appropriate command needs to be 
established. 

If the number of child instances is 1 and the maximum quantity is 1, we must replace that child product. 
The configuration context is created with the child instance and the command ReplaceProduct set as the 
parameters on the constructor. 

If it’s not a replacement then parameters are added to the configuration parameters for the relationship ID 
and the quantity. The configuration context is created with the parent instance and the command 
AddProduct being set as parameters to the constructor. 

The configuration parameters are added to the configuration context before the configuration context is 
returned. 

Add Child Instance 

public ChildProductConfigInstance addChildInstance (String pProductId) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method creates a new ChildProductConfigInstance object, by passing the current object, the product 
ID and the value returned from the method getNextInstanceNumber, as parameters to the constructor. 

The new ChildProductConfigInstance is added to the child instances of the relationship. 

Add Child Instance 

public void addChildInstance (ChildProductConfigInstance pInstance) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This version of the method takes a ChildProductConfigInstance as a parameter. The child instance 
passed in is refreshed by calling its refreshChildProductConfigInstance method. This changes its parent 
to the current object. 

The ChildProductConfigInstance is added to the child instances of the relationship. 
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Remove Child Instance 

public CommandResult removeChildInstance (BaseConfigInstance pProductConfigInstance) 

This method removes the product configuration instance from the relationship’s child instances. 

Get Default Domain Product Id 

protected String getDefaultDomainProductId () 

This method starts by calling the getDefaultProductId method. If the product ID is set, that value is 
returned. 

If the default product is not set, the method checks if there is only one domain product. If there is it is 
returned as the default product ID. 

Can Add Or Replace Child Product 

public boolean canAddOrReplaceChildProduct (String pProductId) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method checks that we are able to add or replace a child product configuration instance. We need to 
ensure that if we add a product that it won’t take us over the maximum allowed or that if there is only one 
child product and the maximum is 1, that the replacement product has the same product ID as the 
existing one. 

Product Configuration Instance Cache 
The product configuration instance cache stores references to the various configuration instance objects 
that are used to keep track of the current product configuration session(s). 

Product Configuration Instance Cache Class 
The ProductConfigInstanceCache (atg.siebel.configurator) class stores references to the configuration 
instance objects. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class ProductConfigInstanceCache extends GenericService 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Instance Map (a map containing configuration instance objects). 
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Class Implementation 
The methods in this class provide various ways to store and access the configuration instance objects. 

Cache Instance 

public void cacheInstance (String pKey, BaseConfigInstance pInstance) 

This method stores a reference to the configuration instance in the map. 

Cache Product Config Instance 

public void cacheProductConfigInstance (ProductConfigInstance pInstance) 

This method adds a product configuration instance to the cache using all available keys. The keys may 
be the integration ID, the commerce item ID and the product configuration instance (PCI) key. 

Remove Product Config Instance From Cache 

public void removeProductConfigInstanceFromCache (ProductConfigInstance pInstance) 

This method removes all of the mappings from the cache, that refer to the given product configuration 
instance object (i.e. all keys). 

Get Instance 

public BaseConfigInstance getInstance (String pKey) 

Returns the instance object identified by the key. 

Remove Product Configuration Instance From Cache 

public void removeProductConfigInstanceFromCache (String pKey) 

Removes the instance object identified by the key. 

Invalidate Cache 

public void invalidateCache() 

This method clears the instance map. 

Product Configuration Instance Cache Component 
The product configuration instance cache component 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ProductConfigInstanceCache.properties) is a session-scoped component that 
keeps track of the shopper’s current product configuration session(s). It is defined as follows: 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.ProductConfigInstanceCache 
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Configurator Manager & Tools 

This chapter describes the configurator manager and tools components. These components manage the 
interaction between Oracle Commerce and Siebel during product configuration. 

Configurator Manager 
This section describes the configurator manager class and component. 

Configurator Manager Class 
The ConfiguratorManager class (atg.siebel.configurator) is a new class that manages the initialisation 
required for the web service calls to Siebel. It delegates the actual calls to the configurator tools 
component. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class ConfiguratorManager extends GenericService 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Configurator Tools (a reference to the configurator tools component). 

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Get Promotion Definition 

public CommandResult getPromotionDefinition (PromotionConfigInstance pInstance) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method manages the retrieval of the product promotion definition from Siebel.  

It creates the configuration context (atg.siebel.configurator.ConfigurationContext) object that is required to 
execute the corresponding Siebel web service call. The context is passed from the promotion 
configuration instance and the command type is set to 
ConfigurationCommandType.GetProductPromotion. 
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The command execution is delegated to the configurator tools component, by calling its 
callGetProductPromotion method. 

The call to callGetProductPromotion results in, the instance passed as a parameter being updated with 
the child relationships from Siebel. 

The command result object (atg.siebel.configurator.command.CommandResult) is returned to the caller. 

Get Promotion Template 

public PromotionConfigInstance getPromotionTemplate (String pCommerceItemId) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method attempts to retrieve a promotion configuration instance object from the product configuration 
instance cache, using the commerce item ID as the key. If it doesn’t exist in the cache then a new one is 
created. 

The configurator tools method createConfigInstance is called to create the instance. The instance child 
relationship details are populated by calling the getPromotionDefinition method (see above). The 
configurator tools component is then called to manage the caching of the new instance. 

Note that the promotion configuration instance object is referred to here as a promotion template because 
at this stage it doesn’t have any child product configuration instance objects (i.e. it only has child 
relationships). 

Create Product Instance From Commerce Item 

public RootProductConfigInstance createProductInstanceFromCommerceItem (String 
pCommerceItemId) throws ConfiguratorException  

This method returns a RootProductConfigInstance, which was created using the commerce item ID, 
passed as a parameter. 

First the method calls configurator tools to attempt to get the root product configuration instance from the 
cache. If a matching instance is found it is returned, otherwise a new one is created. 

To create a new RootProductConfigInstance object the method calls the configurator tools method, 
createConfigInstance. It then calls configurator tools to manage the caching of this new object. The new 
object is returned. 

Perform Product Configuration Edit 

public CommandResult performProductConfigurationEdit ( RootProductConfigInstance 
pInstance) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method makes sure that the root product configuration instance is in the correct state for editing. 

The method checks that the state is CONFIGURED. If it is not, it is set to CONFIGURED. The method 
then calls the beginConfiguration method on the root product configuration instance object, to set up the 
Siebel product configuration session. 
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Perform Product Configuration Change 

public CommandResult performProductConfigurationChange (ConfigurationContext 
pConfigurationContext) 

This method is called when the shopper makes a configuration change using the product configuration UI. 

The method begins by initialising the command result object 
(atg.siebel.configurator.commend.CommandResult). The next action depends on the command to be 
executed. 

The command is determined by examining the event type from the configuration context (passed as a 
parameter into this method). All command executions are delegated to the configurator tools component. 

If the command type is BeginConfig then the configurator tools method to be called depends on whether 
or not we are dealing with a configurable product. If the product is configurable then we call the 
callBeginConfig method, otherwise we call the configureInstanceFromRepositoryData method. The 
former sets up session with Siebel whilst the latter configures the PCI object from the catalog’s definition 
of the product. 

If the command type is EndConfig then the configurator tools method to be called depends on whether or 
not we are dealing with a configurable product. If the product is configurable then we call the 
callEndConfig method. Once that method returns the status is examined. If successful the configuration 
context’s product configuration instance has been created and is added to the cache by calling 
configurator tools. If the product is not configurable then we call the callUpdateCart method. After either 
one of these methods has completed, a commerce item has been added to the cart, which represents the 
root product.  

If the command type is SetAttributes, AddProduct, RemoveProduct, MultiFacetUpdate or ReplaceProduct 
then the corresponding configurator tools call method is invoked to execute the command. 

Finally the command result is returned. 

Build Promotion From Order 

public void buildPromotionFromOrder (Order pOrder, String pCommerceItemId) throws 
ConfiguratorException, CommerceItemNotFoundException, InvalidParameterException 

This method builds a promotion configuration tree from a commerce item. It is used to initialise the 
promotion edit process when the shopper is re-editing an existing promotion (i.e. one which is fully 
configured and its elements have been added to the cart). 

The method starts by retrieving the promotion commerce item from the cart, using the commerce item ID 
specified. It then extracts the child commerce items from the cart, each of which equates to a root child 
product of the promotion. 

Next it then calls the getPromotionTemplate method to initialise the promotion configuration instance, 
passing the commerce item ID as a parameter. 

Finally a root product configuration instance is created for each child commerce item, and each of those 
is added to the appropriate promotion root CP relationship object. When that processing is complete the 
commerce item tree has been converted into the promotion configuration tree. 
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Configurator Manager Component 
The ConfiguratorManager component (atg.siebel.configurator.ConfiguratorManager.properties) is defined 
as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.ConfiguratorManager 

$scope=session 

configuratorTools=ConfiguratorTools 

Configurator Tools 
This section details the configurator tools class and component. 

Configurator Tools Class 
The ConfiguratorTools class (atg.siebel.configurator) is a new class that manages invoking the Siebel 
commands (web service calls) and processing the results. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class ConfiguratorTools extends GenericService 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Web Service Helper (reference to the web service helper component that stores information 
required to make calls to the Siebel web services). 

- Product Configuration Instance Cache (reference to the cache that stores the product 
configuration instance objects). 

- Catalog Tools (a reference to the catalog tools component that enables access to the product 
catalog repository; see reference 1 for more details). 

- Order Holder (reference to the order holder component, which is the Oracle Commerce shopping 
cart that holds the order). 

- Order Manager (reference to the order manager component that provides functionality to manage 
orders in the Oracle Commerce order repository). 

- Profile Tools (reference to the component that provides shopper profile functionality in the context 
of an order). 

- Attribute Factory (reference to the attribute factory component that manages all aspects of 
attributes when communicating with Siebel). 
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- Transaction Manager (reference to the transaction manager components that ensures a 
transaction is present when required). 

- Command Status Manager (reference to a component that is used to create the CommandStatus 
from various sources e.g. Siebel response, soap fault etc. It also can translate a Command 
Status into a shopper friendly UI message). 

- Is Root SPWA Configurable Product (a Boolean flag used to control whether Promotion root-level 
SPWA’s are configured via Siebel WS or stand-alone Oracle Commerce; default is false).  

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Call Begin Config 

public CommandResult callBeginConfig (ConfigurationContext pContext) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method is used to invoke the begin configuration command in Siebel. The begin configuration 
command sets up a product configurator session for a root child product. 

The method begins by setting up the begin config command 
(atg.siebel.configurator.command.BeginConfigCommand) in preparation for the call to Siebel (see the 
Web Service Commands section for more details). 

It passes the configuration context as a parameter and sets itself as the reference to configurator tools. 

The method finishes by calling the execute method on the command and returns the command result. 

Call End Config 

public CommandResult callEndConfig (ConfigurationContext pContext) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method is used to invoke the end configuration command in Siebel. The end config command 
completes a product configurator session for a root product. 

The method begins by setting up the end config command 
(atg.siebel.configurator.command.EndConfigCommand) in preparation for the call to Siebel (see the Web 
Service Commands section for more details). 

It passes the configuration context as a parameter and sets itself as the reference to configurator tools. 

The method then calls the execute method on the command and returns the command result, which is 
examined to see if the web service call was successful. 

If it wasn’t, the result is returned immediately. 

If the web service call was successful, then the quote item 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.quote.data.QuoteItem) from the Siebel response is processed. To get the 
quote item we get the configuration context from the command result and then extract the quote item from 
its configuration parameters. 
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The first step in processing the quote item is to get the commerce item ID from the product configuration 
instance. Then we get the parent promotion’s commerce item ID (if the product is part of a promotion). 

Next we get the shopper’s current order from the order holder. Now we are ready to convert the Siebel 
quote item into an Oracle Commerce item and add it to the order. 

In preparation for the addition of the commerce item to the order we need to get the catalog key from the 
order (by calling getCatalogKey). The commerce item is added to the order by invoking the appropriate 
method on the order tools component (referenced through order manager). The appropriate method 
depends on whether or not the commerce item already exists in the order or not. 

If the commerce item already exists we invoke the updateQuoteItemInOrder method on order tools, 
otherwise, we invoke the addQuoteItemToOrder method. Both of these methods take care of converting 
the Siebel quote item to an Oracle Commerce item (see the order tools extensions in reference 1 for 
more details). 

Finally, order manager’s updateOrder method is called to store the order changes in the Oracle 
Commerce order repository. 

Set Parent Relationship On Commerce Item 

public void setParentRelationshipOnCommerceItem (ProductConfigInstance pInstance) throws 
ConfiguratorException  

This method sets the parent relationship ID on the root product commerce item so that we have access to 
it if the product is ever re-configured. The parent relationship ID is taken from the promotion root CP 
relationship. 

The method starts by extracting the promotion configuration instance from the given product configuration 
instance. The relevant promotion root CP relationship is found by using the product config instance ID to 
query the relationships in the promotion configuration instance. 

Next we get the promotion commerce item from the order, and from that we get the commerce item 
corresponding to the root child product (identified by the product configuration instance in the method 
parameter). The relationship ID is set on the root child product commerce item. 

Call Get Product Promotion 

public CommandResult callGetProductPromotion (ConfigurationContext pContext) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method is used to invoke the get product promotion command in Siebel. This command returns the 
entire promotion definition. 

The method begins by setting up the get product promotion command 
(atg.siebel.configurator.command.GetProductPromotionCommand) in preparation for the call to Siebel 
(see the Web Service Commands section for more details). 

It passes the configuration context as a parameter and sets itself as the reference to configurator tools. 

The method finishes by calling the execute method on the command and returns the command result. 
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Call Set Attributes 

public CommandResult callSetAttributes (ConfigurationContext pContext) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method is used to invoke the set attribute command in Siebel. This command sets attributes on a 
product in the configuration session. 

The method begins by setting up the set attribute command 
(atg.siebel.configurator.command.SetAttributeCommand) in preparation for the call to Siebel (see the 
Web Service Commands section for more details). 

It passes the configuration context as a parameter and sets itself as the reference to configurator tools. 

The method finishes by calling the execute method on the command and returns the command result. 

Call Add Product 

public CommandResult callAddProduct (ConfigurationContext pContext) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method is used to invoke the add product command in Siebel. This command adds a product in the 
configuration tree within the product configuration session. 

The method begins by setting up the add product command 
(atg.siebel.configurator.command.AddProductCommand) in preparation for the call to Siebel (see the 
Web Service Commands section for more details). 

It passes the configuration context as a parameter and sets itself as the reference to configurator tools. 

The method finishes by calling the execute method on the command and returns the command result. 

Call Remove Product 

public CommandResult callRemoveProduct (ConfigurationContext pContext) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method is used to invoke the remove product command in Siebel. This command removes a product 
from the configuration tree within the product configuration session. 

The method begins by setting up the remove product command 
(atg.siebel.configurator.command.RemoveProductCommand) in preparation for the call to Siebel (see the 
Web Service Commands section for more details). 

It passes the configuration context as a parameter and sets itself as the reference to configurator tools. 

The method finishes by calling the execute method on the command and returns the command result. 

Call Replace Product 

public CommandResult callReplaceProduct (ConfigurationContext pContext) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method is used to invoke the replace product command in Siebel. This command replaces a product 
in the configuration tree within the product configuration session. 
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The method begins by setting up the replace product command 
(atg.siebel.configurator.command.ReplaceProductCommand) in preparation for the call to Siebel (see the 
Web Service Commands section for more details). 

It passes the configuration context as a parameter and sets itself as the reference to configurator tools. 

The method finishes by calling the execute method on the command and returns the command result. 

Call Multi Facet Update 

public CommandResult callMultiFacetUpdate (ConfigurationContext pContext) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method is used to invoke the multi facet update command in Siebel. This command enables the 
batch execution of multi update commands within the product configuration session. 

The method begins by setting up the multi facet update command 
(atg.siebel.configurator.command.MultiFacetUpdateCommand) in preparation for the call to Siebel (see 
the Web Service Commands section for more details). 

It passes the configuration context as a parameter and sets itself as the reference to configurator tools. 

The method finishes by calling the execute method on the command and returns the command result. 

Get Catalog Key 

protected String getCatalogKey (Order pOrder) throws RepositoryException 

This method gets the catalog key associated with the shopper’s current order. 

The first step is to call the getProfileForOrder method on the profile tools component (accessed through 
order tools). This returns the profile repository item. 

The next step is to get the locale from the profile repository item. If this is empty then we need to get the 
default locale from the local service (available through profile tools). 

The locale is returned as the catalog key. 

Create Config Instance 

public BaseConfigInstance createConfigInstance (String pCommerceItemId, ConfigType pConfig, 
ConfiguratorManager pConfiguratorManager) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method creates either a promotion configuration instance or a product configuration instance 
depending on the type specified. 

The first step is to get the current order from the order holder so that we can get the order ID. Next we 
need to get the product ID associated with the commerce item wrapper specified by the commerce item 
ID parameter. We do that by getting the commerce item and then calling 
getAuxiliaryData().getProductId(). 

If the config type is ProductConfig, we create a new root product configuration instance 
(RootProductConfigInstance) passing, the order ID, commerce item ID, product ID, zero (for the instance 
number) as parameters, and a reference to configurator manager. 
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If the config type is PromotionConfig, we create a new promotion configuration instance 
(PromotionConfigInstance) passing, the order ID, commerce item ID, product ID as parameters, and a 
reference to configurator manager. 

Finally we use the product ID to get the product repository item from the catalog (using catalog tools) and 
we use that to get the product display name. The product display name is used to set the display name 
on the configuration instance before it is returned. 

Get Commerce Item Product 

public RepositoryItem getCommerceItemProduct (String pCommerceItemId) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method retrieves the product repository item (from the product catalog) that corresponds to the 
commerce item identified by the parameter passed in. 

The method starts by getting the current order from the order holder (i.e. the shopper’s shopping cart). 
Then it gets the commerce item from the order using the commerce item ID parameter. Then it gets the 
product ID from the commerce item. 

Now that we’ve got the product we call the findProduct method from catalog tools. 

Determine Product Depth 

public int determineProductDepth (RepositoryItem pRepositoryItem, int pDepth) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method determines the deepest level in the product tree associated with the given product. 

The first step is to get the configurable product structure from the product repository item. Next we get 
relationships from that structure. 

We then navigate down the tree by processing the relationships to get the child products and then calling 
determineProductDepth (recursively) on each child product, all the while keeping track of the number of 
levels traversed. 

Once the entire tree has been navigated then the largest depth value is returned. 

End Configuration 

public void endConfiguration (ProductConfigInstance pPCI) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method calls the callEndConfig method on the product configuration instance, which results in the 
end config command being executed on Siebel, for the given product in the product configuration session. 

The first step is to ensure that the product configuration instance specified is a root instance and that it 
has already been initialised. If not we can’t call end configuration for this product.   

If the validation is correct, we call the callEndConfig method on the product configuration instance. That 
method ultimately calls the performProductConfigurationChange method on configurator manager, which 
in turn calls this class’s callEndConfig method (which executes the end config command). If the command 
execution was not successful then an exception is thrown. 
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Configure Instance From Siebel Item 

public void configureInstancefromSiebelItem (ProductConfigInstance pInstance, Item 
pConfiguredItem) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method delegates the work to the configurePCIfromSiebelItem method, passing the product 
configuration instance and the Siebel item 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractdata.Item) as parameters. 

Configure Instance From Siebel Item 

protected void configurePCIfromSiebelItem (ProductConfigInstance pInstance, Item pSiebelItem) 
throws ConfiguratorException 

This method extracts data from the Siebel item and uses that to update the product configuration 
instance. 

The method starts by calling the getAttributesFromItem method to process the Siebel attributes. That 
method returns and array of Attribute objects (atg.siebel.configurator.attribute.Attribute[]) that are set on 
the instance. 

Next the instance display name is set to the Siebel item’s name. The instance integration ID is set to the 
value from the Siebel item. 

Finally the method calls the addChildProducts method to process the Siebel item’s child products. 

Add Child Products 

protected void addChildProducts (ProductConfigInstance pInstance, Item pItem) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method gets the child relationships from the Siebel item and converts them into an array of 
ProductConfigRelationship (atg.siebel.configurator) objects. It then processes all of the child items of the 
Siebel item and recursively calls the configurePCIfromSiebelItem method for each. This recursion results 
in the entire Siebel item tree being processed and it is turned into the equivalent Oracle Commerce 
ChildProductConfigInstance (atg.siebel.configurator) tree.  

The method starts by calling the method getChildRelationships to extract all of the Siebel relationships 
from the Siebel item. Each Siebel relationship is converted into a ProductConfigRelationship object. This 
array of ProductConfigRelationship objects is set on the instance by calling setChildRelationships. 

Next the method extracts all of the child items from the Siebel item. Each child item is matched up to the 
correct child relationship so that the ChildProductConfigInstance objects may be added to that 
relationship. A ChildProductConfigInstance object is created for each unit in the Siebel item’s quantity. 
However before a ChildProductConfigInstance object is created we check if there is already one in the 
cache that matches the Siebel item’s integration ID. 

If we find a match then that item will be reused, but first it must be removed from the cache (as the key 
may need to be updated). We add the instance to the appropriate child relationship and then set its status 
to new. 

If we don’t find a match then we call the addChildInstance method on the child relationship to add a new 
ChildProductConfigInstance object. The Siebel session must be set on the new object. 
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Next we call the configurePCIfromSiebelItem method for the child item in case it has further children of its 
own (i.e. a tree that is processed recursively). When the recursion is done we set the current instance’s 
status to initialised, and add it to the cache (its child tree will be fully processed at this stage). 

Get Child Relationships 

protected ProductConfigRelationship[] getChildRelationships (Item pItem, ProductConfigInstance 
pInstance) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method extracts the child relationships from the Siebel item and converts each into a product 
configuration relationship object. 

The method starts by calling the getRelationship method on the Siebel item. Each of the Siebel 
relationships (com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractdata.Relationship) is then processed. 

First we check if we already have a ProductConfigRelationship that matches the Siebel relationship’s ID. 
If we have one we’ll reuse it. To reuse a relationship we need to clear out its child instances (i.e. the 
ChildProductConfigInstance objects). If we don’t have a matching ProductConfigRelationship object then 
we create a new one. As part of the creation process we extract any domain items from the Siebel 
relationship and add them as domain products to the Oracle Commerce ProductConfigRelationship. 

The array of ProductConfigRelationship objects is returned. 

Get Attributes From Item 

protected atg.siebel.configurator.attribute.Attribute[] getAttributesFromItem (Item 
pConfiguredItem) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method extracts the Siebel attributes from the Siebel item and converts them into Oracle Commerce 
attributes. 

The method starts by calling the getAttribute method on the Siebel item. This returns a list of attributes 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractdata.Attribute). 

We get the configured attributes that are defined against the product in the Oracle Commerce Product 
Catalog repository, by using catalog tools to get the repository items. 

We convert each of the Siebel attributes into their Oracle Commerce equivalent by calling the 
createAttribute method on the attribute factory component. The Siebel attribute is passed as a parameter 
along with the configured attribute repository items (retrieved from the Oracle Commerce product 
catalog). The attribute factory does the work of converting the Siebel attribute into its Oracle Commerce 
equivalent. 

Is Configurable Product 

public boolean isConfigurableProduct (String pType) 

This method checks whether or not the product type is a configurable product. 

A product of type configurable product always returns true but a simple product with attributes may also 
return true if the IsRootSPWAConfigurableProduct flag is set to true. 
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Configure Instance From Repository Data 

public CommandResult configureInstanceFromRepositoryData (ConfigurationContext 
pConfigurationContext) 

This method configures the root product configure instance from the product’s definition in the catalog. 

The method starts by retrieving the root product configuration instance from the configuration context 
passed in as a parameter. 

We call the getProductDetails method on the catalog tools component. This returns the catalog definition 
of the product. The attributes from the catalog definition are used to configure the attributes in the root 
product configuration instance. 

Call Update Cart 

public CommandResult callUpdateCart (ConfigurationContext pConfigurationContext)  throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method is called to update the appropriate commerce item in the cart. It is called by configurator 
manager when doing an end config for a non-configurable product. 

When executing an end config for a non-configurable product we don’t need to update Siebel, just the 
Oracle Commerce cart (as the product will not have an active Siebel configurator session). 

The method starts by retrieving the root product configuration instance from the configuration context 
passed in as a parameter; it then retrieves the commerce item ID from the root instance. 

Next it gets the current order / cart from the order holder.  

If the commerce item ID is empty then the addProductConfigInstanceToOrder method is called on the 
order tools component, to add the commerce item to the order, otherwise the 
updateProductConfigInstanceInOrder method is called to update the existing commerce item in the order. 

Finally the updateOrder method is called on the order manager component to save the changes. 

Create Product Map Of PCI 

public Map<String, String> createProductMapOfPCI(PromotionConfigInstance pci) 

The method returns a map of root products and domain products with quantity more than zero of PCI. 

The map contains productid as key and product name as value. 

Configurator Tools Component 
The ConfiguratorTools component (atg.siebel.configurator.ConfiguratorTools.properties) is defined as 
follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.ConfiguratorTools 

$scope=session 

catalogTools=/atg/commerce/catalog/CatalogTools 

webServiceHelper=WebServiceHelper 
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orderHolder=/atg/commerce/ShoppingCart 

productConfigInstanceCache=ProductConfigInstanceCache 

profileTools=/atg/userprofiling/ProfileTools 

orderManager=/atg/commerce/order/OrderManager 

transactionManager=/atg/dynamo/transaction/TransactionManager 

attributeFactory=AttributeFactory 

commandStatusManager=CommandStatusManager 

Attribute Factory 
This section details the attribute factory class and component. 

Attribute Factory Class 
The Attribute Factory class (atg.siebel.configurator.attribute) is a new class that manages Oracle 
Commerce attributes, including their creation from Siebel attributes. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class AttributeFactory extends GenericService 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Integer Type (a property holding the name of the Siebel attribute integer type). 

- String Type (a property holding the name of the Siebel attribute string type). 

- Boolean Type (a property holding the name of the Siebel attribute boolean type). 

- Number Type (a property holding the name of the Siebel attribute number type). 

- Date Type (a property holding the name of the Siebel attribute date type). 

- Attribute Definition ID Property Name (name of the attribute definition ID property). 

- Read Only Flag Property Name (name of the read only flag property). 

- Hidden Flag Property Name (name of the hidden flag property). 

- Required Flag Property Name (name of the required flag property). 
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Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Create Attribute 

public Attribute createAttribute  
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractdata.Attribute pAttribute, Map<String, 
RepositoryItem> pRepositoryAttributes) 

This method converts a Siebel attribute into the Oracle Commerce equivalent (i.e., an 
atg.siebel.configurator.attribute.Attribute object). 

The method begins by checking that the Siebel attribute is one that has been synced to the Oracle 
Commerce product catalog. 

The type of Oracle Commerce attribute created depends on the Siebel attribute type. If the Siebel 
attribute type is enumerated then an Oracle Commerce EnumeratedAttribute is created, otherwise the 
Oracle Commerce attribute is of type Attribute. 

The field to property mappings between Siebel and Oracle Commerce are generally one-to-one in this 
method. In the case of an enumerated attribute the list of domain values must be extracted from the 
Siebel attribute and set on the Oracle Commerce EnumeratedAttribute. 

There are some values, such as attribute definition ID, read-only flag, hidden flag and required flag that 
are required for the Oracle Commerce attribute, but that are not available on the Siebel attribute; these 
are taken from the Oracle Commerce repository item in the product catalog. 

Finally the setAttributeValueChecker method is called to set the attribute checker on the Oracle 
Commerce attribute. 

Set Attribute Value Checker 

protected void setAttributeValueChecker (Attribute pAttribute) 

This method sets the attribute value checker on the attribute depending on the value type. 

Copy Attribute 

public Attribute copyAttribute (Attribute pAttribute) 

This method makes a copy of the specified attribute and returns it to the caller. 

Create Attribute 

public Attribute createAttribute (SiebelCatalogAttribute pAttribute) 

This method creates an Attribute (atg.siebel.configurator.attribute) from a SiebelCatalogAttribute 
(atg.siebel.catalog). The created attribute is used for communicating with Siebel configurator. 

Attribute Factory Component 
The AttributeFactory component (atg.siebel.configurator.AttributeFactory.properties) is defined as follows. 
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$class=atg.siebel.configurator.attribute.AttributeFactory 
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Web Service Commands 

This chapter details each of the commands that are used to communicate with Siebel via web services. 
See reference 3 for details of the Siebel web services. 

Throughout this chapter we make references to classes that belong to a package starting with 
com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator. These are classes that have been generated from the Siebel 
WSDL file ProductConfigurator.wsdl. The WSDL file may be found in your installation under, 
<DYNAMO_ROOT>\Siebel\j2ee-apps\Siebel\getJobLineErrors.war\WEB-INF\classes\META-INF\wsdl.   

Command Overview 
This section gives a diagrammatic overview of the command classes: 
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Abstract Command 
The AbstractCommand (atg.siebel.configurator.command) class provides functionality that is common to 
all of the commands that communicate with Siebel. 

AbstractConfiguratorCommand 

GetProductPromotionCommand 

BeginConfigCommand 

EndConfigCommand 

UpdateConfigCommand 

CreateProductCommand 

AddProductCommand 

RemoveProductCommand 

ReplaceProductCommand 

SetAttributeCommand 

MultiFacetUpdateCommand 

AbstractCommand 
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Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public abstract class AbstractCommand 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Configuration Instance (the configuration instance object associated with the command 
execution). 

- Configuration Parameters (the parameters associated with the command execution). 

- Configurator Tools (reference to the configurator tools component). 

Class Implementation 

Execute 

public CommandResult execute() throws ConfiguratorException 

This method executes the command by calling the doExecute method, and then returns a 
CommandResult object to the calling method. 

Do Execute 

protected abstract CommandResult doExecute() throws ConfiguratorException 

This is an abstract method that is implemented in the sub type commands.   

Create Command Status 

protected CommandStatus createCommandStatus (String pErrorCode, String pErrorMessage, 
ListOfStatus pListOfStatus) 

This method is called from the produceResult method for each of the command sub types. It processes 
the status portion of the Siebel response. 

The Siebel status list is passed to this method for processing. It is of type 
com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractstatus.ListOfStatus. 

The work of processing the Siebel status list is delegated to the CommandStatusManager class by calling 
its createCommandStatusFromSiebelResponse method. That method extracts all of the status messages 
and then uses the status code to set a Boolean flag indicating whether or not the command execution 
was successful. 

The new CommandStatus object is returned to the caller.  
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Produce Result 

protected CommandResult produceResult (SOAPFaultException pException) 

This version of the produceResult method is only used in error situations. It creates a new 
CommandResult object. It then extracts the exception messages from the exception and stores these in a 
list. 

It then creates a new CommandStatus object, using the exception message list and a value of false for 
the successful flag. The command status is set on the command result by calling the setStatus method.  

Many of the command sub types have their own version of the produceResult method. 

Get User Profile 

protected RepositoryItem getUserProfile (String pOrderId) 

This method gets the Oracle Commerce profile repository item that corresponds to the order given by the 
order ID passed in the parameter list. 

The getProfileTools method is called on configurator tools to get the profile tools component and then the 
getProfileForOrder method is called on profile tools. 

Get Product Promotion Command 
The GetProductPromotionCommand (atg.siebel.configurator.command) class enables Oracle Commerce 
to get the promotion definition from Siebel. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the AbstractCommand class. The class declaration is: 

public class GetProductPromotionCommand extends AbstractCommand 

Class Data 
The class doesn’t add extra data over and above what its parent stores. The constructor takes a 
ConfigurationContext object as a parameter and sets it on the parent.  

Class Implementation 

Do Execute 

protected CommandResult doExecute () throws ConfiguratorException 

This method provides an implementation for the parent’s abstract method. 

The method uses the promotion web service 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.promotion.PromotionWebService) to retrieve the promotion definition for 
the product defined by the promotion configuration instance (which is stored on the parent). 
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Once the promotion web service has been set up then the method calls the createInput method to create 
an input object of type GetProductPromotionDefinitionInput (com.siebel.ordermanagement.promotion). 

The configurator tools component is then called to get a reference to the web service helper 
(atg.siebel.integration). The web service helper’s prepareConection method is called to set up a 
connection to the web service. The getProductPromotionDefinition method is called on the resulting 
connection port and that produces a result of type GetProductPromotionDefinitionOutput 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.promotion). 

The result is passed to the produceResult method for processing. That method returns a command result 
that is passed on to the calling method. 

Create Input 

protected GetProductPromotionDefinitionInput createInput () 

This method creates the input for the web service call. The input object is of type 
com.siebel.ordermanagement.promotion.GetProductPromotionDefinitionInput. The method calls the 
setProdPromId method on the input object and passes the promotion configuration instance product ID as 
the parameter. 

Produce Result 

protected CommandResult produceResult (GetProductPromotionDefinitionOutput pOutput) 
throws ConfiguratorException 

This method takes the result from the web service call and processes it to produce a command result 
(atg.siebel.configurator.command.CommandResult). 

This method starts by calling the getErrorSpcCode method on the Siebel response object (i.e., the 
com.siebel.ordermanagement.promotion.GetProductPromotionDefinitionOuttput object). If the return 
value is empty then the command (web service call) was successful, otherwise it wasn’t. 

The method then calls the getErrorSpcMessage on the Siebel response object to get the error message, 
which is added to a string list. 

A new CommandStatus object is created with the success value and the error list, and then that object is 
set on the CommandResult by calling the setStatus method. 

If the web service call was successful then the getRootProducts method is called on the Siebel response 
object, to process the promotion definition data. The results of that method call are used to set the child 
relationships on the promotion configuration instance. 

Get Root Products 

protected List<PromotionRootCPRelationship> getRootProducts 
(GetProductPromotionDefinitionOutput pOutput) throws ConfiguratorException 

The purpose of this method is to extract the promotion root product relationships from the Siebel 
response and turn each of them into an Oracle Commerce promotion root CP relationship 
(atg.siebel.configurator.PromotionRootCPRelationship), and then return those as a list. 
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The method starts by calling getPromotion on the GetProductPromotionDefinitionOutput object. Then on 
the promotion it calls getPromotionComponentsRulesSummary. That gives us the relationship objects 
(i.e. com.siebel.ordermanagement.promotion.data.PromotionComponentsRulesSummary). 

Each of the Siebel relationships is processed as follows: 

- Call getId, getMaximumQuantity, getMinimumQuantity and getDefaultQuantity on the Siebel 
relationship and use the values to create a new Oracle Commerce PromotionRootCPRelationship 
object. 

- Check the Siebel relationship type by calling getType. 

- If the Siebel relationship is of type Aggregate, call 
getPromotionProductAggregateDefaultProducts on the relationship to get the domain products. 
Process each domain product and create an Oracle Commerce DomainProduct object, and add 
that to a domain product list. Once all domain products have been processed, set the array on the 
Oracle Commerce relationship. Set the Oracle Commerce relationship display name and product 
line ID from the Siebel relationship, by calling getProductLine and getProductLineId, respectively. 

- If the Siebel relationship type is something else then set the Oracle Commerce relationship, 
default product ID, default product name, display name and product line ID, by calling the Siebel 
relationship methods, getProdId, getProductName, getProductName and getProductLineId, 
respectively. 

Finally, add the Oracle Commerce relationship (i.e. PromotionRootCPRelationship) to the list to be 
returned.  

Abstract Configurator Command 
The AbstractConfiguratorCommand (atg.siebel.configurator.command) class provides base functionality 
for all commands that use the product configurator web service 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.ProductConfigurator). 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the AbstractCommand class. The class declaration is: 

public class AbstractConfigCommand extends AbstractCommand 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Root Instance (a RootProductConfigInstance object; the object being configured at the root level).  
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Class Implementation 

Configure Instance From Product Data 

protected void configureInstancefromProductData (ProductData pProductData) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method manages the processing of the Siebel response product data, This data is used to update 
the corresponding Oracle Commerce configuration instance tree. 

The method is called from many of the sub commands and it is passed the Siebel product data 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractdata.ProductData) in the parameter list.  

It delegates the work to configurator tools by calling its configureInstancefromSiebelItem method. The 
Siebel product data and the Oracle Commerce configuration instance are passed as parameters. 

Create Product Item 

protected Item createProductItem () 

This method is used to create essentially blank Siebel items 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractdata.Item) that specify what data fields to return 
and how many tree levels to return. 

The method is called by the BeginConfigCommand and the UpdateCommand sub commands. 

The items are not completely blank, though. We fill in the Siebel integration ID so as to tell Siebel what 
configuration object we are operating on. The Siebel object corresponds to the Oracle Commerce 
configuration instance object. The configuration instance’s getProductDepth method is called to set the 
depth of the tree on the Siebel item. 

The method calls createAttribute, createRelationship and createSubProductItem to fill out the structure 
items and depth. 

Begin Configuration Command 
The BeginConfigCommand (atg.siebel.configurator.command) class executes the command that sets up 
a product configuration session in Siebel. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the AbstractConfiguratorCommand class. The class declaration is: 

public class BeginConfigCommand extends AbstractConfiguratorCommand 

Class Data 
The class doesn’t add extra data over and above what its parent stores. The constructor takes a 
ConfigurationContext object as a parameter and sets it on the parent.  
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Class Implementation 

Do Execute 

protected CommandResult doExecute () throws ConfiguratorException 

This method provides an implementation for the parent’s abstract method. 

The method uses the product configurator web service 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.ProductConfigurator) to set up the Siebel product 
configuration session. 

The method begins by calling the createInput method to create a web service input 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.BeginConfigurationInput) object. 

The configurator tools component is then called to get a reference to the web service helper 
(atg.siebel.integration). The web service helper’s prepareConection method is called to set up a 
connection to the web service. The beginConfiguration method is called on the resulting connection port 
and that produces a result of type BeginConfigurationOutput (com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator). 

The result is passed to the produceResult method for processing. That method returns a command result 
that is passed on to the calling method. 

Create Input 

protected BeginConfigurationInput createInput() 

This method creates an input for the begin configuration web service call. The input is of type 
com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.BeginConfigurationInput.  

The method starts by calling the createBeginConfigurationInput to create the basic 
BeginConfigurationInput object. 

Next the method sets the header ID using the order ID retrieved from the product configuration instance. 
Next it sets the product ID using the product ID from the product configuration instance. 

The product configuration instance’s status is then checked. If it is set to CONFIGURED then the input’s 
init instance operation is set to SET to indicate that this is an edit of a previous configuration. If the status 
is not CONFIGURED then the input’s init instance operation is set to ADD to indicate a new configuration. 
Note for asset based ordering (ABO) the value would be set to LOAD (ABO is in Phase 3 of the Oracle 
Commerce – Siebel integration project). 

Next, the method calls createListOfProperties to create the input properties. The list of properties returned 
is created by adding an object of type 
com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfgproperties.Properties. To Properties we add a new 
PropertyType object with its object type set to ‘Line Item’. We add two Property objects to the 
PropertyType, one with its name set to ‘Product Type Code’ and value set to ‘Product’, and the other with 
its name set to ‘Product Structure Type’ and its value set to ‘Customizable’.  

The input property list of linked items is set using a new ListOfLinkedItems object 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfglinkeditems). 
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Finally, a new ProductData object is created and its item is set by calling the method createProductItem. 
The createProductItem method creates a Siebel item 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractdata) with the appropriate number of levels in its 
child tree. 

If the product configuration instance’s status is set to CONFIGURED, then the input’s integration ID is 
cleared (as an edit will generate a new one). 

The product data object is set on the input using a ListOfData structure. The input is returned to the caller. 

Create Begin Configuration Input 

protected BeginConfigurationInput createBeginConfigurationInput() 

This method creates the basic input (BeginConfigurationInput) object. 

It starts by getting the shopper’s profile repository item from the order by calling get the getUserProfile 
method. 

Next, it creates a Quote by calling createQuote and passing the profile and product configuration instance 
as parameters. 

The Quote is added to the input object to be returned. 

Finally, the method iterates over the quote items in the quote to find the root item. This is used to set the 
root ID on the input object. 

Create Quote 

protected Quote createQuote (RepositoryItem pUser, ProductConfigInstance pProductInstance) 

This method creates a Siebel quote (com.siebel.ordermanagement.quote.data.Quote) that is to be added 
to the web service input object. 

The quote’s quote number is set to the Oracle Commerce order ID (from the product configuration 
instance). The quote’s ID is also set to the order ID. 

The quote’s account ID is set to value of the siebelAccountId field from the user profile repository item 
(passed as a parameter). The quote account field is set to the user’s parentOrganization.name value. 

The next step is to create a quote item (QuoteItem) object to be added to the quote. This quote item will 
represent the promotion configuration instance or the root product configuration instance depending on 
the value of the PCI’s status. 

If the product configuration instance’s status is CONFIGURED, then this in an edit operation, so we need 
to add a quote item that is created from the existing corresponding commerce item. That involves getting 
the current order using configurator tools and retrieving the commerce item that matches the product 
configuration instance’s commerce item ID. This is the commerce item relating to the root product. The 
commerce item is converted to a quote item by calling the convertCommerceItemsToQuoteItems method 
on order tools. This will actually convert the entire commerce item tree (recursively) into a list of quote 
items. 

If the status is not CONFIGURED then we send a basic quote structure representing the promotion, with 
the account ID, product ID, ID and integration ID values set to the appropriate values. In the add 
operation there will not be a corresponding commerce item existing in Oracle Commerce. 
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The quote item is added to the quote and the quote is returned. 

Produce Result 

protected CommandResult produceResult (BeginConfigurationOutput pOutput) throws 
ConfiguratorException 

This method takes the output from the web service call 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.BeginConfigurationOutput) and processes it to produce a 
command result (atg.siebel.configurator.command.CommandResult). 

The method starts by calling the parent method createCommandStatus. This method delegates to the 
CommandStatusManager component’s createCommandStatusFromSiebelResponse method, which 
processes the Siebel response status information and return a CommandStatus object. This command 
status object is used to create a CommandResult object (atg.siebel.configurator.command). 

Finally the configured item is processed by calling the parent class’s configureInstancefromProductData 
method, which delegates to the configurator tools’ configureInstancefromSiebelItem method, passing the 
product configuration instance and the configured item, as parameters. That method recursively process 
the entire hierarchical tree of items.  

End Configuration Command 
The EndConfigCommand (atg.siebel.configurator.command) class executes the command that signifies 
the end of the product configuration session in Siebel, for the given product. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the AbstractConfiguratorCommand class. The class declaration is: 

public class EndConfigCommand extends AbstractConfiguratorCommand 

Class Data 
The class doesn’t add extra data over and above what its parent stores. The constructor takes a 
ConfigurationContext object as a parameter and sets it on the parent.  

Class Implementation 

Do Execute 

protected CommandResult doExecute () throws ConfiguratorException 

This method provides an implementation for the parent’s abstract method. 

The method uses the product configurator web service 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.ProductConfigurator) to end the Siebel product configuration 
session. 
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The method starts by getting the SiebelSession object (atg.siebel.integration.SiebelSession) from the 
product configuration instance, and setting it in the SiebelUserSessionStore.  

The next step is to create the ProductConfigurator object for the web service call. The configurator tools 
component is then called to get a reference to the web service helper (atg.siebel.integration). The web 
service helper’s prepareConection method is called to set up a connection to the web service. 

The endConfiguration method is called on the resulting connection port, with the input object 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.EndConfigurationInput) passed as a parameter. The only field 
set on the input object is the save instance flag, which is set to “N”. 

The web service call produces a result of type EndConfigurationOutput 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator). The getErrorSpcCode and getErrorSpcMessage methods 
are called on the output object to get the status details and both values are used to create a 
CommandStatus object. The command status object is used to set the status on the CommandResult 
object. 

If the web service call wasn’t successful we return. 

If the web service call was successful we pass the output objects’ quote to the findQuoteItem method to 
find the item that matches the product we are configuring. The quote item is matched on product ID and 
integration ID. 

The quote item is added to the command result context map by calling the getContext().put() method. The 
command result is then returned. 

Update Configuration Command 
The UpdateCommand (atg.siebel.configurator.command) class executes the command that updates the 
product configuration session in Siebel, for the given product. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the AbstractConfiguratorCommand class. The class declaration is: 

public class UpdateCommand extends AbstractConfiguratorCommand 

Class Data 
The class doesn’t add extra data over and above what its parent stores. The constructor takes a 
ConfigurationContext object as a parameter and sets it on the parent.  

Class Implementation 

Do Execute 

protected CommandResult doExecute () throws ConfiguratorException 

This method provides an implementation for the parent’s abstract method. 
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The method uses the product configurator web service 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.ProductConfigurator) to update the Siebel product 
configuration session. 

The method starts by getting the SiebelSession object (atg.siebel.integration.SiebelSession) from the 
product configuration instance, and setting it in the SiebelUserSessionStore.  

The next step is to create the ProductConfigurator object for the web service call. Then the createInput 
method is called to create the web service input object 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.UpdateConfigurationInput). 

The configurator tools component is then called to get a reference to the web service helper 
(atg.siebel.integration). The web service helper’s prepareConection method is called to set up a 
connection to the web service. The updateConfiguration method is called on the resulting connection port, 
with the input object passed as a parameter. 

The web service call produces a result of type UpdateConfigurationOutput 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator). The CommandResult object is created and the parent’s 
method processStatus is called to process the output and produce a CommandStatus object. The 
command status object is set on the command result object. 

If the web service call was successful then the command’s parent method, 
configureInstanceFromproductData method is called to process the output and update the product 
configuration instance. 

Create Input 

protected UpdateConfigurationInput createInput () throws ConfiguratorException 

This method creates a new UpdateConfigurationInput object and sets its values accordingly. 

The first field set on the input is the conflict auto resolve field. We set this to 
ConflictResolution.Undo.name(), which ensures that conflicts are no automatically resolved. Next we set 
the finish configuration in flag to Constants.NO because we don’t want to finish the configuration on an 
update. 

The next step is to set the list of data on the input. For this we call the createListOfData method. This 
ultimately calls the parent’s createProductItem to create the product data from the product configuration 
instance using the appropriate number of levels in the product tree. 

Next, we set the list of request on the input by calling the createListOfRequest method. That method 
ultimately calls the createRequest method, which is an abstract method and is only implemented in the 
sub classes of the UpdateConfigCommand class. 

Finally, we set the reprice in flag and the verify in flag to Constants.YES 

Create Request 

protected abstract Request createRequest() 

This abstract method is implemented in most of the sub classes of the UpdateConfigCommand class. 
These are covered in the sub sections below. 
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Create Product Command 
The CreateProductCommand (atg.siebel.configurator.command) class executes two other commands, 
that when combined, result in the product being created on the Siebel side. The two commands are 
AddProductCommand and SetAttributeCommand. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the UpdateCommand class. The class declaration is: 

public class CreateProductCommand extends UpdateCommand 

Class Data 
This class adds the following data: 

- Relationship ID (the ID of the relationship with the parent product). 

- Event (a local copy of the ConfigurationContext object). 

Class Implementation 

Do Execute 

protected CommandResult doExecute () throws ConfiguratorException 

This method provides an implementation for the parent’s abstract method. 

The method starts by creating a new add product command object (AddProductCommand) using the 
ConfigurationContext passed as a parameter. It then executes the command. 

Providing the web service call was successful the method then creates a set attribute command 
(SetAttributeCommand) and executes that. If that is successful then the command result is returned. 

Add Product Command 
The AddProductCommand (atg.siebel.configurator.command) class provides the command to add a 
product to the configuration session with Siebel. The majority of the functionality is provided by the parent 
class with this class providing over-rides for a couple of methods. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the UpdateCommand class. The class declaration is: 
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public class AddProductCommand extends UpdateCommand 

Class Data 
This class adds the following data: 

- Relationship ID (the ID of the relationship with the parent product). 

- Product ID (ID of the product being added). 

- Quantity (quantity of the product being added). 

 

Class Implementation 

Create Request 

protected Request createRequest () 

This method over-rides the parent method. It delegates the creation of the request 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractrequest.Request) to another method of the same 
name. 

That other method sets the request type using, RequestType.AddItem.name(). It creates a new item, 
setting the integration ID, product ID, quantity and relationship ID. The latter three values were retrieved 
from the configuration parameters set on the top level parent (i.e. AbstractCommand). The new item is 
added to the request, which is then returned. 

Remove Product Command 
The RemoveProductCommand (atg.siebel.configurator.command) class provides the command to 
remove a product from the configuration session with Siebel. Again the majority of the functionality is 
provided by the parent class with this class providing over-rides for a couple of methods. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the UpdateCommand class. The class declaration is: 

public class RemoveProductCommand extends UpdateCommand 

Class Data 
The class doesn’t add extra data over and above what its parent stores. 
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Class Implementation 

Create Request 

protected Request createRequest() 

This method over-rides the parent method. It delegates the creation of the request 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractrequest.Request) to another method of the same 
name. 

That other method sets the request type using, RequestType.RemoveItem.name(). It creates a new item, 
setting the integration ID to the value retrieved from the product configuration instance. The new item is 
added to the request, which is then returned. 

Replace Product Command 
The ReplaceProductCommand (atg.siebel.configurator.command) class provides the command to 
replace a product with another product, in the configuration session with Siebel. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the UpdateCommand class. The class declaration is: 

public class ReplaceProductCommand extends UpdateCommand 

Class Data 
The class adds the following data: 

- New Product ID (the ID of the replacement product). 

- Existing Products (a map of the existing products from the child relationships). 

Class Implementation 

Replace Product Command (Constructor) 

public ReplaceProductCommand(ConfigurationContext pEvent) 

The constructor opens by setting the configuration context on the parent. It then extracts the product ID 
from the configuration parameters. 

Next it gets the parent configuration relationship from the product configuration instance and sets the 
parent instance by calling the getParentInstance method on the parent relationship. 

Create Request 

protected Request createRequest() 
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This method over-rides the parent method. It creates the request 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractrequest.Request) and sets its type using, 
RequestType.ReplaceItem.name().  

It then creates the item (com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractrequest.Item) and sets its 
integration ID to the product configuration instance’s integration ID, sets the add product ID to the new 
product ID and its quantity to 1. 

The item is added to the request and the request is returned. 

Set Attribute Command 
The SetAttributeCommand (atg.siebel.configurator.command) class provides the command to set 
attributes on a product within the configuration session with Siebel. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the UpdateCommand class. The class declaration is: 

public class SetAttributeCommand extends UpdateCommand 

Class Data 
The class adds the following data: 

- New Attributes (the attributes to be set on the product). 

Class Implementation 

Create Requests 

protected List<Request> createRequests() 

This method overrides the parent method. 

It calls another createRequests method (see below), passing the product configuration instance’s 
integration ID and the array of attributes (atg.siebel.configurator.attribute.Attribute) as parameters. 

Create Requests 

protected static  List<Request> createRequests (String pIntegrationId, 
atg.siebel.configurator.attribute.Attribute[] pAttributes) 

That method creates a list of requests 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractrequest.Request). Each of the new attribute 
instances is processed to create an attribute request. 
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The new attribute instances is used to create a Siebel attribute 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractrequest.Attribute). The attribute request is then 
created by calling the createAttributeRequest method and the Siebel attribute is added to the resulting 
request object. 

Each request is added to the list and the list is returned. 

Create Attribute Request 

private static Request createAttributeRequest(String pIntegrationId) 

This method creates a request for the attribute. The request type is set using 
RequestType.SetAttribute.name(). 

An item (com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractrequest.Item) is created and added to the 
request, after setting the integration ID. The request is returned. 

Create Request 

protected Request createRequest() 

This method over-rides the parent to ensure that it is not invoked. Single request creation is not supported 
for this command as each attribute needs its own request. 

Multi Facet Update Command 
The MultiFacetUpdateCommand (atg.siebel.configurator.command) class enables multiple commands to 
be grouped into one command execution. 

Class Declaration 
This class extends the UpdateCommand class. The class declaration is: 

public class MultiFacetUpdateCommand extends UpdateCommand 

Class Data 
The class adds the following data: 

- Child Command List (the list of commands to group together). 

Class Implementation 

Create Requests 

protected List<Request> createRequests() 

This method overrides the parent method. 
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The method processes each of the commands in the child command list. Each command in the list is on 
the form of a ConfigurationContext object. 

For each child command: 

We start by extracting the configuration parameters and the integration ID. The processing after that 
depends on the type. The type is one of the values of the ConfigurationCommandType enum from the 
configuration constants class (atg.siebel.configurator.Constants).  

If the type is AddProduct then the product ID, quantity and relationship ID are extracted, and the request 
(com.siebel.ordermanagement.configurator.cfginteractrequest.Request) is created by calling 
createRequest on the AddProductCommand class. The request is added to the list to be returned. 

If the type is CreateProduct then no request is created. 

If the type is RemoveProduct then the createRequest method from the RemoveProductCommand class is 
invoked and the resulting request is added to the return list. 

If the type is SetAttributes then the attributes are extracted from the configuration parameters and these 
are used to invoke the createRequest method on the SetAttributeCommand class. The resulting request 
is added to the return list. 

Finally the request list is returned. 

Create Request 

protected Request createRequest() 

This method over-rides the parent to ensure that it is not invoked. Single request creation is not supported 
as this command is all about executing multiple commands. 

Command Status Manager 
This section describes the command status manager class and component. 

Command Status Manager Class 
The CommandStatusManager class (atg.siebel.configurator.status) is a new class that acts as a factory 
for creating CommandStatus objects, which encapsulate the outcome of configurator command 
executions. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class CommandStatusManager extends GenericService 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 
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- Default UI Message (the default message to be displayed upon a successful command 
execution). 

- Default Error Message (the default message to be displayed when the command execution fails); 

- Default Warning Message (the default message to be displayed when the command execution 
succeeded but with a warning). 

- Treat Warning As Success (a flag indicating whether or not we should treat warning messages as 
an indicator for a successful command execution). 

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Create Command Status From Configurator Error 

public CommandStatus createCommandStatusFromConfiguratorError 
(ConfigurationCommandType pCommandType, String pErrorCode, String pErrorDescription)  

This method is used when something has gone wrong within the Oracle Commerce Configurator 
framework. 

Create Command Status From Siebel Response 

public CommandStatus createCommandStatusFromSiebelResponse 
(ConfigurationCommandType pCommandType, String pErrorCode,String pErrorDescription, 
ListOfStatus pListOfStatus) 

This method is used to create a CommandStatus ((atg.siebel.configurator.status)) from a standard Siebel 
response. This response could contain a success or a warning status code from Siebel plus a bunch of 
messages. All of this information is packaged up in the CommandStatus object. 

Create Command Status From Soap Fault 

public CommandStatus createCommandStatusFromSoapFault (ConfigurationCommandType 
pCommandType, SOAPFaultException pSoapFault) 

This method creates a CommandStatus object from a soap fault. We extract the relevant details from the 
soap fault and encapsulate them in a SoapFaultDetails (atg.siebel.configurator.status) object, which is an 
optional property with the CommandStatus object. 

Create Success Command Status 

public CommandStatus createSuccessCommandStatus (ConfigurationCommandType 
pCommandType) 

This is a convenience method to create a success status when the outcome is a known positive. 
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Create Warning Command Status 

public CommandStatus createWarningCommandStatus (ConfigurationCommandType 
pCommandType, String pWarningCode, String pDescription) 

This is a convenience method to create a warning command status. This could be either a success or 
failure depending on how the CommandStatusManager's treatWarningAsSuccess property has been configured 
(default is true). 

Get UI Message 

public String getUIMessage (CommandStatus pStatus) 

This method provides basic functionality to translate a CommandStatus into a shopper friendly UI 
message. 

This method generally delegates to other methods depending on the state of the object and it is these 
delegated methods that need to be extended / modified by integrators, to generate relevant and 
meaningful UI messages. 

Command Status Manager Component 
The CommandStatusManager component (atg.siebel.configurator.CommandStatusManager.properties) 
is defined as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.status.CommandStatusManager 

$scope=session 

defaultUIMessage= 

defaultErrorMessage= 
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UI Generation 

This chapter describes the components and classes that control the generation of the UI for a product 
configuration session. 

UI Manager 
This section details the UI manager class and component. 

This component handles interaction between the product configuration UI layer (i.e., droplets and form 
handlers), and the back end PCI layer, using UINodes and UINodeWrappers as the data transports. 

UI Manager Class 
The UIManager class (atg.siebel.configurator.ui) is a new class. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class UIManager extends GenericService 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- UI Cache (reference to the UI Cache component that caches UINodeWrapper objects). 

- UI Node Generator Service (reference to the UI Node Generator Service component that creates 
the UI from the PCI objects and the base UI defined in the SPU repository).  

- SPU Tools (a reference to the Structured Product UI Tools component). 

- Handlers (a map of UI Handlers that are either PromotionUIHandler or RootProductUIHandler). 

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Get UI 

public UINodeWrapper getUI (String pKey) throws StructuredProductUIException 
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This method creates a UI node wrapper (atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UINodeWrapper) that represents the 
state of the UI for the given PCI key (or commerce item ID). 

The method starts by calling the getInstance method to retrieve the configuration instance associated with 
the specified key. This instance is used to get the corresponding UI handler by calling the 
getHandlerForType method. 

Finally the UI node wrapper is created by calling the updateUI method, passing the UI handler and the 
configuration instance object as parameters. 

Begin Configuration 

public void beginConfiguration (String pCommerceId, int pIndex) throws 
StructuredProductUIException 

This method calls the getInstance method to get the promotion configuration instance associated with the 
commerce item ID. It then calls the getRootProducts method on the promotion configuration instance, 
passing the index as a parameter, to get the base configuration instance. Finally it calls the 
beginConfiguration method and passes the base configuration instance as a parameter. 

Begin Configuration 

public void beginConfiguration (BaseConfigInstance pInstance) throws 
StructuredProductUIException 

This method calls the getHandlerForType method to find the appropriate UI handler for the instance and 
then calls the beginConfiguration method on the handler. 

Update UI 

private UINodeWrapper updateUI (UIHandler pHandler, BaseConfigInstance pInstance) throws 
StructuredProductUIException 

This method manages the UI creation, but it delegates the work to the UI handler. It calls the UI handler’s 
generateUI method to create the UI and then it calls the UI handler’s cacheUI method to cache the UI (i.e. 
UINodeWrapper object). 

Update UI 

public UINodeWrapper updateUI (BaseConfigInstance pInstance) throws 
StructuredProductUIException 

This method updates the UI for the instance. It gets the corresponding UI handler by calling the 
getHandlerForType method and then calls the version of the updateUI method that takes a handler and 
instance as parameters. 

Update Node 

public void updateNode (String pNodeValue, int pNodeIndex, String pKey) throws 
StructuredProductUIException 

This method updates a UI node (identified by the index) in the UI node wrapper. 
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The key is used to get the configuration instance by calling the getInstance method. The instance is then 
used to get the correct UI handler by calling the getHandlerForType method. 

The UI node wrapper, relating to the configuration instance, is retrieved from the UI cache by calling the 
UI handler’s getCachedUI method. 

The correct UI node is retrieved by calling the getUiNodeList method on the UI node wrapper and then 
the get method on the returned list (using the index). 

Now that the UI node has been retrieved, its setSelectedValue method is called, passing the node value 
as the parameter. 

Delete Product 

public void deleteProduct (String pKey, int pNodeIndex) throws StructuredProductUIException 

This method gets the child product configuration instance from the UI node and deletes the corresponding 
PCI product(s). 

The method starts by using the key to get the configuration instance. To do so, it calls the getInstance 
method. The instance class name is passed into the getHandlerForType method to establish the 
corresponding UI handler. 

The instance is passed to the UI handler’s getCachedUI method to retrieve the UI node wrapper. The 
correct UI node is retrieved by calling the getUiNodeList method on the UI wrapper and then calling get 
(with the index) in the resulting list. 

The next step is to get the ChildProductConfigInstance from the node. How to do this depends on the 
node type. If it’s a display node then calling the node’s getProductConfigInstance method should do it. If 
it’s a relationship node then we call the getProductConfigRelationship method on the node to get the 
relationship, and then call the getChildInstances method on that relationship to get the child instances. 
The ChildProductConfigInstance should be the first child instance. 

Now that we’ve got the child product configuration instance we call its deleteInstance method. That 
method manages the communication with Siebel for the product removal and the subsequent updates to 
the PCI tree. 

Get Instance 

public BaseConfigInstance getInstance (String pKey) 

This method gets the configuration instance, corresponding to the key supplied. It calls configurator tools 
to access the product configuration instance cache, and then calls the cache’s getInstance method. 

Get Promotion Renderer URL 

public String getPromotionRendererURL (PromotionConfigInstance pPromo) throws 
StructuredProductUIException 

This method gets the controller for the given promotion. 

It calls SPU tools’ getPromotionUI method, passing it the promotion’s product ID as a parameter. That 
returns a promotion UI object (atg.siebel.configurator.spu.PromotionUI). 
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Next we call the getController method on the promotion UI object. The URL is the concatenation of calls 
to the getApplicationContext method and the getJSPPath method, on the controller. 

End Configuration 

public void endConfiguration (String pCommerceId) 

This method manages the termination of the Siebel product configuration session for the product 
configuration instance matching the specified commerce item ID.  

The method starts by calling the getInstance method to retrieve the configuration instance associated with 
the commerce item ID. 

The instance class name is used to retrieve the corresponding UI handler, by calling the 
getHandlerForType method. 

The end configuration task is then delegated to the handler’s endConfiguration method. 

UI Manager Component 
The UIManager component (atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UIManager.properties) is defined as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UIManager 

$scope=session 

uiCache=UICache 

uiNodeGeneratorService=UINodeGeneratorService 

configuratorTools=/atg/siebel/configurator/ConfiguratorTools 

spuTools=/atg/siebel/configurator/spu/StructuredProductUITools 

handlers=\atg.siebel.configurator.RootProductConfigInstance=RootProductUIHandler,\atg.siebel.c
onfigurator.PromotionConfigInstance=PromotionUIHandler 

UI Cache 
This section details the UI Cache class and component. 

UI Cache Class 
The UICache class (atg.siebel.configurator.ui) is a new class that stores and manages UI node wrappers. 
UI node wrappers are objects that store the UI for a configurable product or a group of configurable 
products in the case of a promotion. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 
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public class UICache extends GenericService 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Cache (a map of UI node wrapper objects). 

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Get UI Node Wrapper 

public UINodeWrapper getUINodeWrapper (String pKey) 

This method retrieves the UI node wrapper object identified by the given key. 

Cache UI Node Wrapper 

public void cacheUINodeWrapper (String pKey, UINodeWrapper pWrapper) 

This method adds the given UI node wrapper to the map using the key provided. 

Remove UI Node Wrapper 

public void removeUINodeWrapper (String pKey) 

This method removes the UI node wrapper object identified by the given key, from the map.  

UI Cache Component 
The UICache component (atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UICache.properties) is defined as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UICache 

UI Node Generator Service 
This section details the UI Node Generator Service class and component. 

UI Node Generator Service Class 
The UINodeGeneratorService class (atg.siebel.configurator.ui) is a new class that manages the creation 
of UI node lists that represent the UI for configurable products. The UI nodes are the result of a merging 
of the product configuration instances and the base UI from the SPU repository (through SPU Tools). 
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Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class UINodeGeneratorService extends GenericService 

Class Data 
No class data. 

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Get UI Node List 

protected List<UINode> getUINodeList (ProductConfigInstance pRootCP, ProductUI pUITemplate) 

This method creates the list of UI nodes and delegates the list population to the addNodesToList method, 
passing the list, the root product configuration object and the product UI as parameters. 

Add Nodes To List  

protected void addNodesToList (List<UINode> pUINodeList, ProductConfigInstance pInstance, 
ProductUI pUITemplate) 

The addNodesToList method just passes the parameters through to the doAddNodes method. This 
method may be called recursively when processing the hierarchical tree. 

Do Add Nodes 

protected void doAddNodes (List<UINode> pUINodeList, ProductConfigInstance pInstance, 
ProductUI pUITemplate) 

This method adds the UI Nodes to the list by merging the base UI elements with the corresponding 
product configuration instances.  

The method begins by extracting the blocks from the product UI (i.e. base UI from the SPU repository). It 
processes each block in the list. For each block the processing is as follows: 

Check the block type to see if it’s a relationship block. 

If it is then the next step is to get the corresponding product configuration relationship 
(atg.siebel.configurator.ProductConfigRelationship) object. This is achieved by calling the 
getChildRelationship method on the product configuration instance (i.e. the one passed in the 
parameters), passing the block’s relationship ID as a parameter. 

Once we have the relationship corresponding to the block we add a relationship UI node to the UI node 
list by calling the createRelationshipNode method. That method call is passed the product configuration 
instance, the relationship and the block as parameters.  
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Next we need to process each of the relationship block’s child product UIs. The child product UIs are 
extracted by calling the getChildProductUIs on the block. 

For each child product UI we get the corresponding product configuration instance from the relationship 
and recursively call addNodesToList to process the child product UI. When calling the addNodesToList 
method we pass the UI node list, the product configuration instance (i.e. the one corresponding to the 
child product UI) and the child product UI, as parameters. 

If the block is not a relationship block, then create a node by calling the method createNode and pass it 
the product configuration instance and the block as parameters. Add the resulting UI node to the list. 

Create Node 

protected UINode createNode (ProductConfigInstance pInstance, Block pBlock) 

This method creates a UI node (atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UINode) with type attribute node or display 
node, depending on the block type. The UI node encapsulates the model (i.e. the product configuration 
instance) and the view (i.e. the block). 

If the block type is attribute block then a new UI node is created with type attribute node. The node’s 
display name is set to the block’s display name unless that is empty, in which case the display name is 
set to the block’s attribute name. The node’s PCI property identifier is set the block’s attribute name. 

If the block type is empty then a new UI node is created with type display node. The node’s display name 
is set to the block’s display name unless that is empty, in which case the display name is set to the 
block’s name. 

For either block type the node’s renderer is set to the block’s renderer; the node’s product configuration 
instance is set to the one passed in as a parameter; the node’s html attributes field is set to the block’s 
html attributes value, unless that is empty, in which case it’s set to the block renderer’s html attributes 
value. 

Create Relationship Node 

protected UINode createRelationshipNode (ProductConfigInstance pInstance, 
ProductConfigRelationship pRelationship, Block pBlock) 

This method creates a UI node (atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UINode) with type relationship node, that 
encapsulates the model (i.e. the product configuration instance) and the view (i.e. the block). 

The UI node’s display name field is set the block’s displayName, or if that’s not populated, the block’s 
name. 

The UI node’s PCI property identifier is set to the relationship’s ID. Its product configuration instance is 
set to the product configuration instance passed in the parameters (i.e. the one corresponding to the 
block). 

Finally the UI node’s renderer is set to the block’s render.  

This UI node now contains all of the details required for the renderer to display the UI. 
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UI Node Generator Service Component 
The UINodeGeneratorService component (atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UINodeGeneratorService.properties) 
is defined as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.ui.UINodeGeneratorService 

$scope=global 

 

spuTools=/atg/siebel/configurator/spu/StructuredProductUITools 

UI Node Classes 
This section describes the classes relating to UI nodes. 

UI Node Wrapper Class 
The UINodeWrapper class (atg.siebel.configurator.ui) is a new bean class that stores the UI details for a 
root configurable product   

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class UINodeWrapper 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- CSS File Path (a path to the CSS file used for rendering) 

- UI Node List (a list of UI nodes, each representing a UI element to be rendered). 

Class General Implementation 
This class only has getter and setter methods for the data. 

UI Node Class 
The UINode class (atg.siebel.configurator.ui) is a new class that stores all of the details required to render 
a UI element. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 
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public class UINode 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- Type (the node type; values: display, attribute, product and relationship). 

- Renderer (the node UI renderer). 

- Product Configuration Instance (the PCI object associated with the UI node). 

- PCI Property identifier (if the node type is relationship then this is a relationship ID; if the node 
type is attribute then this is an attribute name). 

- HTML Attributes (used when rendering html). 

- Display Name (display name for the rendered element). 

- Value (if the node type is relationship then this is a product ID; if the node type is attribute then 
this is an attribute value). 

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Get Selected Value 

public String getSelectedValue() 

This method returns a value only if the node type is an attribute node. In that case it returns the value of 
the attribute whose name is given by the PCI Property identifier property. 

Set Selected Value 

public void setSelectedValue (String pValue) 

This method sets a value on the node. That means different things depending on the node type. 

For attribute nodes the value is used to set the attribute value of the attribute whose name is given by the 
PCI Property identifier property value. 

For relationship nodes a child product is added to the product configuration instance using the PCI 
Property identifier property value as the relationship ID and the value as the product ID. 

Get Unique Id 

public String getUniqueId () 

This method returns a unique ID so the page coder can access the node via JavaScript. 

Get Read Only 

public boolean getReadOnly () 
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This method checks it the attribute given by the PCI property identifier property value, is a read only 
attribute. 

Get Required 

public boolean getRequired () 

This method checks it the attribute given by the PCI property identifier property value, is a required 
attribute. 

Get Hidden 

public boolean getHidden () 

This method checks it the attribute given by the PCI property identifier property value, is a hidden 
attribute. 

Get Page 

public String getPage() 

This method returns the UI fragment used to render this node. In this implementation it returns a JSP 
path. 

Get Domain Values 

public String[] getDomainValues() 

This method is only applicable to attribute nodes. It returns the domain values for an enumerated 
attribute. 

Get Domain Products 

public DomainProduct[] getDomainProducts() 

This method is only applicable to relationship nodes. It returns the domain products for the selected child 
relationship. 

Get Product Config Relationship 

public ProductConfigRelationship getProductConfigRelationship () 

This method returns a relationship instance from the product configuration instance, where the 
relationship ID is given by the PCI property identifier property value. The method is only applicable to 
relationship nodes. 

UI Handler Classes 
This section details the UI handler classes. 
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UI Handler Class 
The UIHandler class (atg.siebel.configurator.ui) is a new class that manages the generation of the 
product configuration UI. It provides the basic functionality for its sub classes, PromotionUIHandler and 
RootProductUIHandler. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public abstract class UIHandler extends GenericService 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- SPU Tools (reference to the SPU tools component that manages the base UI definitions in the 
SPU repository). 

- UI Node Generator Service (reference to the UI node generator service that generates the UI by 
merging the base UI with the product configuration information). 

- UI Cache (reference to the UI cache that cache’s UIs for configurable products). 

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Generate UI 

public abstract UINodeWrapper generateUI (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) 

This method generates a UI node wrapper (i.e. the UI node list) for the given configuration instance. It is 
declared as abstract in this the parent class, and the implementations are provided in the sub classes. 

Get Cached UI 

public abstract UINodeWrapper getCachedUI (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) 

UIHandler 

PromotionUIHandler RootProductUIHandler 
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This method retrieves the UI wrapper from the cache that matches the configuration instance specified. It 
is declared as abstract in this the parent class, and the implementations are provided in the sub classes. 

Get Cache UI 

public abstract void cacheUI (BaseConfigInstance pPCI, UINodeWrapper pWrapper) 

This method caches the UI wrapper using the specified configuration instance to establish the key. It is 
declared as abstract in this the parent class, and the implementations are provided in the sub classes. 

Remove UI 

public abstract void removeUI (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) 

This method removes a UI node wrapper from the cache using the specified configuration instance to 
establish the key. It is declared as abstract in this the parent class, and the implementations are provided 
in the sub classes. 

End Configuration 

public abstract void endConfiguration (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) 

This method calls the root product configuration instance’s endConfiguration method to end the 
configuration session with Siebel. 

Generate UI 

protected UINodeWrapper generateUI (RootProductConfigInstance pRootPCI) throws 
StructuredProductUIException 

This method generates the UI for a root product. 

The first step is to create a new UI node wrapper that will store the UI. 

The next step is to get the base UI from the SPU repository. To do that, we call the getProductUI in SPU 
Tools. The configuration instance product ID is passed as a parameter and if the configuration instance is 
linked to a promotion then the promotion is passed as well.  

Finally we generate the UI node list by calling the getUINodeList method on the UI node generator 
service, passing the configuration instance and the base UI as parameters. 

Promotion UI Handler Class 
The PromotionUIHandler class (atg.siebel.configurator.ui) is a new class that extends the UIHandler 
class, to add promotion UI generation specific functionality. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 
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public class PromotionUIHandler extends UIHandler 

Class Data 
This sub class does not add any additional data. 

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Generate UI 

public UINodeWrapper generateUI (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) throws 
StructuredProductUIException 

The method begins by creating a new UI node wrapper object to store the generated UI. Next it casts the 
configuration instance to a PromotionConfigInstance object. 

To generate the UI, the method must iterate over the promotion configuration instance’s root products 
and generate the UI for each. The promotion configuration instance’s root products are retrieved by 
calling its getRootProducts method. 

For each root product, we call the parent class’s generateUi method, to generate the UI for that root 
product. The UI node list returned is added to a running list. Once all root products have been processed, 
the running list of UI nodes is used to set the UI node list on the UI node wrapper. 

Now the UI node wrapper contains the entire promotion UI. This, when used, displays the entire 
promotion configurable UI on a single page. 

The UI node wrapper is returned. 

Get Cached UI 

public UINodeWrapper getCachedUI (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) 

This method calls the UI cache’s getUINodeWrapper method to get the UI node wrapper that matches the 
promotion configuration instance’s key (i.e. the commerce item ID of the promotion). 

Cache UI 

public void cacheUI (BaseConfigInstance pPCI, UINodeWrapper pWrapper) 

This method calls the UI cache’s cacheUINodeWrapper method to cache the UI node wrapper, using the 
promotion configuration instance’s key ((i.e. the commerce item ID of the promotion)) for the map key. 

Remove UI 

public void removeUI (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) 

This method calls the UI cache’s removeUINodeWrapper method to remove the UI node wrapper that 
matches the promotion configuration instance’s key (i.e. the commerce item ID of the promotion). 
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End Configuration 

public void endConfiguration (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) 

This method calls the promotion configuration instance’s endConfiguration method to end the 
configuration session with Siebel.  

Begin Configuration 

public void beginConfiguration (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method calls the beginConfigRootProducts method on the promotion configuration instance. 

That method iterates through the root child products and calls either the editConfiguration or 
beginConfiguration method on each instance, depending on whether we are configuring a new product or 
editing a previously configured product. 

Root Product UI Handler Class 
The RootProductUIHandler class (atg.siebel.configurator.ui) is a new class that extends the UIHandler 
class, to add root product UI generation specific functionality. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class RootProductUIHandler extends UIHandler 

Class Data 
This sub class does not add any additional data. 

Class General Implementation 
The class has the following methods: 

Generate UI 

public UINodeWrapper generateUI (BaseConfigInstance pPCI)  throws 
StructuredProductUIException 

This method casts the configuration instance to a RootProductConfigInstance and then calls the parent’s 
generateUI method to generate the UI. 

Get Cached UI 

public UINodeWrapper getCachedUI (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) 

This method calls the UI cache’s getUINodeWrapper method to get the UI node wrapper that matches the 
root product configuration instance’s key. 
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Cache UI 

public void cacheUI (BaseConfigInstance pPCI, UINodeWrapper pWrapper) 

This method calls the UI cache’s cacheUINodeWrapper method to cache the UI node wrapper, using the 
root product configuration instance’s key for the map key. 

Remove UI 

public void removeUI (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) 

This method calls the UI cache’s removeUINodeWrapper method to remove the UI node wrapper that 
matches the root product configuration instance’s key. 

End Configuration 

public void endConfiguration (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) 

This method casts the configuration instance to a RootProductConfigInstance and then calls the parent’s 
endConfiguration method to end the configuration session with Siebel.  

Begin Configuration 

public void beginConfiguration (BaseConfigInstance pPCI) throws ConfiguratorException 

This method initiates the configuration session on the root product configuration instance. 

The configuration session is initiated by calling either the editConfiguration method or the 
beginConfiguration method on the instance, depending on whether we’re re-configuring a product or 
configuring it for the first time. 

UI Handler Components 
This section details the UI Node Generator Service class and component. 

Promotion UI Handler Component 
The PromotionUIHandler component (atg.siebel.configurator.ui.PromotionUIHandler.properties) is defined 
as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.ui.PromotionUIHandler 

spuTools=/atg/siebel/configurator/spu/StructuredProductUITools 

uiNodeGeneratorService=UINodeGeneratorService 

uiCache=UICache 
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Root Product UI Handler Component 
The RootProductUIHandler component (atg.siebel.configurator.ui.RootProductUIHandler.properties) is 
defined as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.ui.RootProductUIHandler 

spuTools=/atg/siebel/configurator/spu/StructuredProductUITools 

uiNodeGeneratorService=UINodeGeneratorService 

uiCache=UICache 
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Structured Product UI (SPU) 

This chapter specifies the Structured Product UI repository. This repository stores the web UI 
configuration for promotions and configurable products. 

The SPU enables merchandisers to re-configure the UI without the need to redeploy the corresponding 
web application. This works because the ordering of the various UI elements is defined in the database 
as opposed to being hard-coded in UI source code such as a JSP. 

SPU Repository 
The diagram below gives a pictorial representation of the SPU repository logical entities / items and how 
they relate to each other. 

 
Below is a description of the purpose of each of the logical entities: 
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Promotion UI 

The promotion UI item stores UI configuration details for a Siebel promotion. It references a renderer item 
through its controller property. The renderer dictates which controller JSP is to be used when rendering 
the promotion. 

There are two controllers shipped with the reference implementation. The first, known as the Single Page 
Controller, displays the UI for all of the root child products on a single screen; the other, known as the 
Multi Page Controller, displays the UI for each root child product on its own separate screen and 
implements a flow between each of those screens. Either way the rootProducts property details the order 
of display for the promotion’s root child products. 

Product UI 

This item stores the UI for a configurable product. The item contains the product ID and is optionally 
related to a promotion UI. The UI configuration is accessed through the blocks property. There may be 
several blocks, each representing a fragment of the product’s web UI or linking to child product UIs. The 
blocks may be a mixture of regular blocks, attribute blocks and relationship blocks (all described below). 

Block 

A block item represents a UI fragment that may be re-arranged through configuration. A block is an 
abstract concept in that it doesn’t mandate a specific UI technology. 

The block’s renderer property points at a renderer item that in turn links to the UI source code (see 
Renderer below). It is the renderer that mandates a specific UI technology. By pointing the block at 
different renderers, merchandisers can gain access to different UI technologies, by configuration. The UI 
technology used in the reference implementation is Java Server Pages (JSP). 

There are two block extension types, attribute and relationship (both described below). 

Attribute Block 

An attribute block item is an extension of the regular block (see above). The extension points to a Siebel 
attribute. The block’s renderer may access the attribute definition in the catalog in order to get the display 
values. 

Relationship Block 

The relationship block item is another extension of the regular block. It references a catalog relationship 
through its relationshipId property. Catalog relationships define the child products and the cardinalities of 
the relationship, i.e. the minimum, maximum and default number of product selections permitted by the 
shopper. The UI for each of these child products is referenced in the relationship block’s childProductUIs 
collection property. 

Renderer 

The renderer item is the direct link to the UI source code. The reference implementation Renderer item is 
set up to link to JSPs but it could be extended to reference any UI technology. 

The SPU JSP Templates section below describes the sample JSP templates shipped with the reference 
implementation. 
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The reference implementation also comes with a sample SPU product configuration, which you can find 
at: /test-data/spu/ 88-2EZSH-spu-test-data.xml. This example shows you how the UI is configured for a 
sample product. It shows how the JSP templates are typically configured against the renderers, blocks 
etc, to produce the configurable UI for products and promotions. 

For more information on the various SPU item properties see Appendix A. 

Structured Product UI Tools 
This section details the Structured Product UI (SPU) tools class and component. 

SPU Tools Class 
The StructuredProductUITools class (atg.siebel.configurator.spu) is a new class that provides access to 
the SPU data. 

Class Declaration 
The class declaration is: 

public class StructuredProductUITools 

Class Data 
The class maintains the following data: 

- A property that references the SPU Repository component. 

- Properties for the item descriptor names, product-ui and promotion-ui. 

- Properties for the property names, ID, relationshipId, productId, promotionId, name, displayName, 
cssPath, productName, promotionUI, rootProductFlag, controller, JSPPath, applicationContext, 
attributeId, attributeName, rootProducts, blocks, chileProductUIs, type, renderer, activeFlag and 
htmlAttributes. 

Class General Implementation 
The following methods provide the new SPU functionality: 

Get Promotion UI 

public PromotionUI getPromotionUI (String pPromotionId) throws StructuredProductUIException 

This method returns the UI structure for the given promotion. The information contains the controller and 
a list that defines the rendering order for the root product UIs. 
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Get Product UI 

public ProductUI getProductUI (String pProductId, String pPromotionId) throws 
StructuredProductUIException 

This method retrieves the top level product UI item using the specified product ID. If the product is within 
the context of a promotion then the promotion is also specified. 

Once the top level product UI has been retrieved the method then calls the processProductUIItem method 
to extract the product UI properties. The processProductUIItem method also processes any relationship 
blocks and recursively calls itself to process the child product UIs. That way it builds up the entire UI tree 
for the top level product.  

SPU Tools Component 
The StructuredProductUITools component 
(/atg/siebel/configurator/spu/StructuredProductUITools.properties) is defined as follows. 

$class=atg.siebel.configurator.spu.StructuredProductUITools 

structuredProductUIRepository=/atg/siebel/configurator/spu/StructuredProductUIRepository 

promotionUIItemDescriptorName=promotion-ui 

productUIItemDescriptorName=product-ui 

idPropertyName=Id 

productIDPropertyName=productId 

cssPathPropertyName=cssPath 

productNamePropertyName=productName 

promotionUIPropertyName=promotionUI 

namePropertyName=name 

controllerPropertyName=controller 

JSPPathPropertyName=JSPPath 

applicationContextPropertyName=applicationContext 

attributeIdPropertyName=attributeId 

attributeNamePropertyName=attributeName 

rootProductUIsPropertyName=rootProductUIs 

blocksPropertyName=blocks 

childProductUIsPropertyName=childProductUIs 

typePropertyName=type 

rendererPropertyName=renderer 

activeFlagPropertyName=activeFlag 
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htmlAttributesPropertyName=htmlAttributes 

relationshipIdPropertyName=relationshipId 

SPU JSP Templates 
This section describes the SPU JSP templates that ship with the reference implementation. Combinations 
of these templates form the UI for configurable products and promotions. These may be referenced by 
the SPU repository items (as renderers).   

The templates are grouped under three headings, product content renderers, relationship renderers and 
mark-up renderers. 

All templates may be found at /j2ee/siebel.war/configurator/renderer. 

The integration is shipped with a sample product so you can see an example of how a product UI is 
constructed. The example can be found at: /test-data/spu/88-2EZSH-spu-test-data.xml. 
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Product Content Renders 
This group of JSP templates render various parts of a product’s content (excluding its child products). 

The following screen shot depicts the usage of these templates within the sample product shipped with 
the integration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Content Heading 
This template renders the product heading 

Product Content Heading 
This renderer is named, product-content-heading.jsp. It is used to display the product display name. 

Product Content Description 
This renderer is named, product-content-description.jsp. It is used to display the product description. 

Product Content Simple product 
This renderer is named, product-content-simple-product.jsp. It is used to display all of the content for a 
simple product, i.e. a product that has no configurable elements.. 

product-content-heading.jsp 

product-content-description.jsp 

product-content-simple-product.jsp 

product-attribute-select.jsp 

product-attribute-text.jsp 
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Product Content Attribute Text 
This renderer is named, product-attribute-text.jsp. It is used to display a product attribute as a text label, a 
text box and an update button. 

Product Content Attribute Select 
This renderer is named, product-attribute-select.jsp. It is used to display a product attribute as a text label 
and a selection control. 

Relationship Renders 
This group of JSP templates render product relationships. A product relationship defines a product’s child 
products and the various rules used when selecting / configuring those child products. 

The following screen shots depict the usage of these templates within the sample product shipped with 
the integration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relationship Optional Multi Select Single Choice Button 
This renderer is named, rel-opt-multi-select-single-choice-button.jsp. It is used to render an optional 
product relationship, where the shopper may make multiple selections of a single product. 

The relationship is rendered as a button, and to begin with there are no product instances present in the 
configuration. When the button is clicked another instance of the product is added to the configuration.  

The shopper may add multiple instances of this product, up to the limit defined by the maximum 
cardinality of the relationship. Each product instance is configured individually. 

rel-opt-multi-select-single-choice-button.jsp 

rel-man-single-select-single-choice-text.jsp 
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Relationship Mandatory Single Select Single Choice Text 
This renderer is named, rel-man-single-select-single-choice-text.jsp. It is used to render a mandatory 
product relationship, where the specified product is automatically added to the configuration, i.e. the 
shopper has no choice. The product must still be configured though. 

The relationship is rendered as a text heading and the relationship’s product is also rendered (using the 
various product renderers as described above). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relationship Optional Multi Select Multi Choice Select 
This renderer is named, rel-opt-multi-select-multi-choice-select.jsp. It is used to render an optional 
product relationship, where the shopper may make multiple selections from a list of products. 

This renderer uses a select control to render the relationship, but as you’ll see from the next section, the 
alternativel is to render the relationship as a list of products (with add buttons). 

rel-opt-multi-select-multi-choice-select.jsp 

rel-delete-button.jsp 
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To begin with there are no product instances present in the configuration. When the shopper makes a 
selection from the list, an instance of the selected product is added to the configuration. The shopper may 
add multiple instances of any of the products, up to a limit defined by the maximum cardinality of the 
relationship. 

Relationship Delete Button 
This renderer is named, rel-delete-button.jsp. It is used to render a button that enables the shopper to 
remove a product from the relationship configuration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relationship Optional Single Select Multi Choice Select 
This renderer is named, rel-opt-single-select-multi-choice-select.jsp. It is used to render an optional 
product relationship, where the shopper may make one product selection from a list of products. 

This renderer uses a select control to render the relationship. To begin with there are no product 
instances present in the configuration. When the shopper makes a selection an instance of the selected 
product is added to the configuration. 

Relationship Optional Single Select Single Choice Check 
This renderer is named, rel-opt-single-select-single-choice-check.jsp. It is used to render an optional 
product relationship, where the shopper may select only the specified product. 

rel-opt-single-select-multi-choice-select.jsp 

rel-man-single-select-multi-choice-radio.jsp 

rel-opt-single-select-single-choice-check.jsp 
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This renderer uses a checkbox control to render the relationship. To begin with there are no product 
instances present in the configuration. If the shopper checks the checkbox then an instance of the 
specified product is added to the configuration. 

Relationship Mandatory Single Select Multi Choice Radio 
This renderer is named, rel-man-single-select-multi-choice-radio.jsp. It is used to render a mandatory 
product relationship, where the shopper may select one product from a list of products. 

This renderer uses a radio button control to render the relationship. To begin with the default product 
instance is added to the configuration. When shopper uses the radio button to select a different product, 
the current product is removed from the configuration, and the new selection is added. 

Markup Renders 
This group of JSP templates renders markup. They are used to create divs and tables when rendering 
products.. 

The following screen shots depict the usage of these templates within the sample product shipped with 
the integration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Markup Div Start 
This renderer is named, markup-div-start.jsp. It is used to render a div start tag for styling. 

Markup Div End 
This renderer is named, markup-div-end.jsp. It is used to render a closing div tag or styling. 

Markup Table Start 
This renderer is named, markup-table-start.jsp. It is used to render a table start tag for styling. 

markup-div-start.jsp 

markup-div-end.jsp 

markup-table-start.jsp 

markup-table-start.jsp 
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Markup Table End 
This renderer is named, markup-table-end.jsp. It is used to render a closing table tag for styling. 

SPU UI Generation 
In future releases of this integration, SPU base UI definitions will be generated automatically upon a 
successful product catalog import from Siebel. The UI will be generated for each promotion and 
configurable product by a service that runs on production after the product catalog import process 
completes. 

The SPU UI Generation service will generate UI for new configurable products (and promotions) and for 
new components of previously imported products. It will also remove generated UI for products (or 
components) that have been removed from the catalog. 

Prior to delivery of this new service the SPU UI definitions will need to be created manually using 
repository editors. Each component of the UI definitions may reference one the shipped SPU JSP 
templates (see above) or a custom template. 
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Eligibility and Compatibility (E&C) 

This chapter describes the process of incorporating eligibility and compatibility rules defined in Siebel. 
Product selected by the user can be validated against the eligibility and compatibility rules. 
 

Definition: 

Eligibility: Eligibility is a rule which specifies whether the product/promotion could be sold to the 
customer. The eligibility rule could be set on different customer parameters like account, state, city, postal 
code. 

Compatibility: Compatibility is a rule to check whether the combination of products or promotions is valid. 

APIs in RI: 
This integration provides the following APIs to check E&C rules which are defined at Siebel. 
 
The SiebelCatalogTools(atg.siebel.catalog) provides the following methods which can be used/extended 
based on business needs. 

• checkProductEligibility(List<String> pProductIds) 

• checkProductEligibility(String pProfileId, List<String> pProductIds) 

• checkProductEligibility(Map<String,String> pUserProperties, List<String> pProductIds) 

• checkProductEligibilityCompatability(List<String> pProductIds) 

• checkProductEligibilityCompatability(String pProfileId, List<String> pProductIds) 
 

checkProductEligibility(List<String> pProductIds) 

This method checks the eligibility of products against the account, state, city, postal-code which are 
specific to logged in user. 
 
Input: A list of product Ids 
Return: A map of ineligible products having productId as key and ineligibility reason as value. 
 
checkProductEligibility(String pProfileId, List<String> pProductIds) 

This method retrieves the Profile from repository using profileId and checks the eligibility of products 
against the account, state, city, postal-code of the Profile. 
 
Input: Profile ID, A list of product Ids 
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Return: A map of ineligible products, productId as key and ineligibility reason as value.  

 
checkProductEligibility(Map<String,String> pUserProperties,  List<String> pProductIds) 

This method checks the eligibility of products against the account, state, city, postal-code which are part 
of userProperties map. 
 
Input:  A map containing the key value pair of the user properties State, City, Zip 

A list of product Ids 
Return: A map of ineligible products, productId as key and ineligibility reason as value.  

 
checkProductEligibilityCompatability(List<String> pProductIds) 

This method checks the Eligibility and Compatibility of the products. Eligibilty is checked against the 
account, state, city, postal-code, constructed from the profile available in the session. Compatibility is 
checked against the products passed as parameter list. If the user is not logged in, this method will 
perform only compatibility check for the given products. 
 
Input: A list of product Ids. 
Return: A map of ineligible products having productId as key and ineligibility reason as value.  
 

checkProductEligibilityCompatability(String pProfileId, List<String> pProductIds) 

This method checks the Eligibility and Compatibility of the products. Eligibilty is checked against the 
account, state, city, postal-code, constructed from the profile retrieved using profileId. Compatibility is 
checked against the products passed as parameter list. 
 
Input:  profile Id 

A list of product Ids. 
Return: A map of ineligible products having productId as key and ineligibility reason as value.  
 
Implementations available in RI: 
The reference implementation provided implementation of the E&C during product configuration. However 
the same API can be used to implement E&C functionality in the other flows like checkout, across multiple 
orders for a customer etc., based on business requirements.  
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Web Service calls in E&C APIs 
This section briefs the flow of E&C calls from the API. QuoteEligibilityCompatibility.wsdl is used for all the 
E&C web service calls. 

 
 

1. All E&C API, calls the method checkQuoteEligibilityCompatibilityInput of component  
/atg/commerce/catalog/CatalogTools 
 
CheckQuoteEligibilityCompatibilityInput  
(Quote pQuote, List<String> pProductIds, String pPickMode) 
 
This method creates input for E&C web service call and returns the input object of type 
CheckQuoteEligibilityCompatibilityInput. 
 
Input: quote, list of Product Ids,  
          pickMode : ‘Pre-Pick’ for Eligibility check or ‘Post-Pick’ for Eligibility-Compatibility check 
Return: instance of CheckQuoteEligibilityCompatibilityInput 
 

2. Input Object for E&C call is returned back. 
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3. The E&C API calls the method callEligibilityCompatabilityWebService of component  

/atg/commerce/catalog/CatalogTools 
 
callEligibilityCompatabilityWebService (CheckQuoteEligibilityCompatibilityInput pInput) 
This method makes E&C web service call to Siebel, creates a map of ineligible product and 
returns the map. 
 
Input: Input object for E&C web service call. 
Return: A map of ineligible products, productId as key and ineligibility reason as value. 
 

4. A map of ineligible products is returned back to the API 
 
 
  

Sample Request and Response for E&C web service 

Eligibility (Request) 
 

<S:Envelope xmlns:S="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"> 
<S:Header/> 
<S:Body> 
<ns3:CheckQuoteEligibilityCompatibility_Input xmlns="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/Data" 
xmlns:ns2="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/Data/ProjectedAsset" 
xmlns:ns3="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/PSP"> 
<ns3:PickMode>Pre-Pick</ns3:PickMode> 
<ns2:ListOfAsset/> 
<ns3:PSPMode>External PDS Quote</ns3:PSPMode> 
<ListOfQuote> 
<Quote> 
<AccountId>1CE-3JXL</AccountId> 
<ShippingCity>Berkeley</ShippingCity> 
<ShippingState>CA</ShippingState> 
<Id>139771318</Id> 
<ShippingPostalCode>94718</ShippingPostalCode> 
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<ListOfQuoteItem> 
<QuoteItem> 
<AccountId>1CE-3JXL</AccountId> 
<InclusiveEligibilityFlag>N</InclusiveEligibilityFlag> 
<Id>227671715</Id> 
<ProductId>1SIA-F0L6</ProductId> 
</QuoteItem> 
<QuoteItem> 
<AccountId>1CE-3JXL</AccountId> 
<InclusiveEligibilityFlag>N</InclusiveEligibilityFlag> 
<Id>25276108</Id> 
<ProductId>88-23ADX</ProductId> 
</QuoteItem> 
</ListOfQuoteItem> 
</Quote> 
</ListOfQuote> 
</ns3:CheckQuoteEligibilityCompatibility_Input> 
</S:Body> 
</S:Envelope> 
 

Eligibility (Response) 

In web service response eligibility rules comes in EligibilityReason with EligibilityStatus ‘N’ 
 
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
<SOAP-ENV:Body> 
<ns:CheckQuoteEligibilityCompatibility_Output  
xmlns:ns="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/PSP"> 
<Cart_spcRow_spcSet xmlns="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/PSP"/> 
<ListOfQuote xmlns="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/Data"> 
<Quote> 
<ShippingCity>Berkeley</ShippingCity> 
<Id>139771318</Id> 
<ShippingState>CA</ShippingState> 
<ShippingPostalCode>94718</ShippingPostalCode> 
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<AccountId>1CE-3JXL</AccountId> 
<ListOfQuoteItem> 
<QuoteItem> 
<ProductId>1SIA-F0L6</ProductId> 
<Id>227671715</Id> 
<InclusiveEligibilityFlag>N</InclusiveEligibilityFlag> 
<AccountId>1CE-3JXL</AccountId> 
<EligibilityReason>This product is not sold to: [Account] = Rigby, Eleanor</EligibilityReason> 
<EligibilityStatus>N</EligibilityStatus> 
</QuoteItem> 
<QuoteItem> 
<ProductId>88-23ADX</ProductId> 
<Id>25276108</Id> 
<InclusiveEligibilityFlag>N</InclusiveEligibilityFlag> 
<AccountId>1CE-3JXL</AccountId> 
<EligibilityReason/> 
<EligibilityStatus>Y</EligibilityStatus> 
</QuoteItem> 
</ListOfQuoteItem> 
</Quote> 
</ListOfQuote> 
<RowSet xmlns="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/PSP"> 
<LineItem ClassId="" PostPick="" EligibilityReason="" AccountId="1CE-3JXL" City="Berkeley" 
ProductId="88-23ADX" PrePick="Y" State="CA" EligibilityStatus="Y" InclusiveEligibilityFlag="N" 
IsPrePickCartItem="" Country="" EffectiveTo="" ProductLineId="" EffectiveFrom="" Name="" 
PriceListId="" PostalCode="94718">25276108</LineItem> 
<LineItem ClassId="" PostPick="" EligibilityReason="This product is not sold to: [Account] = Rigby, 
Eleanor" AccountId="1CE-3JXL" City="Berkeley" ProductId="1SIA-F0L6" PrePick="Y" State="CA" 
EligibilityStatus="N" InclusiveEligibilityFlag="N" IsPrePickCartItem="" Country="" EffectiveTo="" 
ProductLineId="" EffectiveFrom="" Name="" PriceListId="" PostalCode="94718">227671715</LineItem> 
</RowSet> 
</ns:CheckQuoteEligibilityCompatibility_Output> 
</SOAP-ENV:Body> 
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 
 

Eligibility-Compatibility (Request) 
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<S:Envelope xmlns:S="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"> 
<S:Header/> 
<S:Body> 
<ns3:CheckQuoteEligibilityCompatibility_Input xmlns="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/Data" 
xmlns:ns2="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/Data/ProjectedAsset" 
xmlns:ns3="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/PSP"> 
<ns3:PickMode>Post-Pick</ns3:PickMode> 
<ns2:ListOfAsset/> 
<ns3:PSPMode>External PDS Quote</ns3:PSPMode> 
<ListOfQuote> 
<Quote> 
<AccountId>1CE-3JXL</AccountId> 
<ShippingCity>Berkeley</ShippingCity> 
<ShippingState>CA</ShippingState> 
<Id>139771318</Id> 
<ShippingPostalCode>94718</ShippingPostalCode> 
<ListOfQuoteItem> 
<QuoteItem> 
<AccountId>1CE-3JXL</AccountId> 
<InclusiveEligibilityFlag>N</InclusiveEligibilityFlag> 
<Id>227671715</Id> 
<ProductId>88-17KFK</ProductId> 
</QuoteItem> 
<QuoteItem> 
<AccountId>1CE-3JXL</AccountId> 
<InclusiveEligibilityFlag>N</InclusiveEligibilityFlag> 
<Id>25276108</Id> 
<ProductId>88-23ADX</ProductId> 
</QuoteItem> 
</ListOfQuoteItem> 
</Quote> 
</ListOfQuote> 
</ns3:CheckQuoteEligibilityCompatibility_Input> 
</S:Body> 
</S:Envelope> 
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Eligibility Compatibility (Response) 

In web service response E&C rules comes in EligibilityReason with EligibilityStatus ‘N’ 
 
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
<SOAP-ENV:Body> 
<ns:CheckQuoteEligibilityCompatibility_Output 
xmlns:ns="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/PSP"> 
<Cart_spcRow_spcSet xmlns="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/PSP"/> 
<ListOfQuote xmlns="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/Data"> 
<Quote> 
<ShippingCity>Berkeley</ShippingCity> 
<Id>139771318</Id> 
<ShippingState>CA</ShippingState> 
<ShippingPostalCode>94718</ShippingPostalCode> 
<AccountId>1CE-3JXL</AccountId> 
<ListOfQuoteItem> 
<QuoteItem> 
<ProductId>88-17KFK</ProductId> 
<Id>227671715</Id> 
<InclusiveEligibilityFlag>N</InclusiveEligibilityFlag> 
<AccountId>1CE-3JXL</AccountId> 
<EligibilityReason>requires OM_Windows XP (via rule OM_Microsoft Office requires OM_Windows 
XP)</EligibilityReason> 
<EligibilityStatus>N</EligibilityStatus> 
</QuoteItem> 
<QuoteItem> 
<ProductId>88-23ADX</ProductId> 
<Id>25276108</Id> 
<InclusiveEligibilityFlag>N</InclusiveEligibilityFlag> 
<AccountId>1CE-3JXL</AccountId> 
<EligibilityReason/> 
<EligibilityStatus>Y</EligibilityStatus> 
</QuoteItem> 
</ListOfQuoteItem> 
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</Quote> 
</ListOfQuote> 
<RowSet xmlns="http://siebel.com/OrderManagement/Quote/PSP"> 
<LineItem ClassId="" PostPick="" EligibilityReason="" AccountId="1CE-3JXL" City="Berkeley" 
ProductId="88-23ADX" PrePick="Y" State="CA" EligibilityStatus="Y" InclusiveEligibilityFlag="N" 
IsPrePickCartItem="" Country="" EffectiveTo="" ProductLineId="" EffectiveFrom="" Name="" 
PriceListId="" PostalCode="94718">25276108</LineItem> 
<LineItem ClassId="" PostPick="" EligibilityReason=" requires OM_Windows XP (via rule OM_Microsoft 
Office requires OM_Windows XP)" AccountId="1CE-3JXL" City="Berkeley" ProductId="88-17KFK" 
PrePick="Y" State="CA" EligibilityStatus="N" InclusiveEligibilityFlag="N" IsPrePickCartItem="" Country="" 
EffectiveTo="" ProductLineId="" EffectiveFrom="" Name="" PriceListId="" 
PostalCode="94718">227671715</LineItem> 
</RowSet> 
</ns:CheckQuoteEligibilityCompatibility_Output> 
</SOAP-ENV:Body> 
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 
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Implementation of Eligibility and Compatibility in RI 
E&C is implemented in Product Configuration functionality as described below. 

 

configurator_test_setup  

Eligibility check is implemented in configurator_test_setup page, where promotion/ product can be 
selected. While selecting the product, it calls the eligibility check APIs before processing the request. 
 

 
1. On Click of Choose Products, preAddItemToOrder  of 

/atg/commerce/order/purchase/CartModifierFormHandler inturn calls 
validateProductEligibility(String pProductId, String pPostalCode) of component 
/atg/siebel/validation/SiebelValidator. 
For logged in user it calls the checkProductEligibility(List<String> pProductIds) API. 
For anonymous user it gives the provision to enter postal code and calls the 
checkProductEligibility(Map<String,String> pUserProperties, List<String> pProductIds) API. 

 
 

2. a) If the E&C rule(s) fail, it returns back to the configurator_test_setup page with failure reason 
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b) else it continues with processing the request. 
      
 

promotion_edit_template  

Before BeginConfig, E&C check is performed on the root and domain products.  

 
 

1. On click of configure product, It calls handleInitialisePromotion of component 
/atg/siebel/configurator/ConfigurationFormHandler. This methods checks the E&C of the 
products by making a call to checkProductEligibilityCompatability(List<String> pProductIds) 
via validateProduct() method before configuring the product. 
 

2 a) On failure of E&C test, the control returns back to the promotion_edit_template page with 
failure reason 
b) else it continues with Product Configuration. 
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Appendix A: SPU Repository Logical Entities 

This appendix gives more detail on the SPU repository logical entities and their implementation in the new 
SPU repository. See reference 5 for details on Oracle Commerce repositories. 

Promotion UI 
This item descriptor stores the details for a promotion’s web UI configuration. 

The following table describes the item descriptor attributes. 

Item Descriptor Attribute Value 

Name promotion-ui 

Table Name SBL_PROMOTION_UI 

Table Type Primary 

Item Cache Size 1000 

Query Cache Size 1000 

ID Space Name siebel-promotion-ui 

 

The following table describes the item descriptor properties. 

Property Name Data / 
Item Type 

Component Item 
Type 

Column Name 

 

Table Name / ID Column / Type 

(If different from main table) 

id string  PROMOTION_UI_ID  

name string  PROMOTION_NAME  

controller renderer  CONTROLLER  

cssPath string  CSS_PATH  

promotionId string  PROMOTION_ID  

rootProducts list string PRODUCT_ID SBL_PROMOTION_UI_ROOTS 

PROMOTION_UI_ID 

multi 

Product UI 
This item descriptor stores the details for a product’s web UI configuration. 

The following table describes the item descriptor attributes. 
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Item Descriptor Attribute Value 

Name product-ui 

Table Name SBL_PRODUCT_UI 

Table Type Primary 

Item Cache Size 1000 

Query Cache Size 1000 

ID Space Name siebel-product-ui 

 

The following table describes the item descriptor properties. 

Property Name Data / Item 
Type 

Component 
Item Type 

Column Name 

 

Table Name / ID Column / Type 

(If different from main table) 

id string  PRODUCT_UI_ID  

productId string  PRODUCT_ID  

productName string  PRODUCT_NAME  

promotionUI promotion-ui  PROMOTION_UI_ID  

rootProductFlag boolean  ROOT_PRODUCT_FLAG  

cssPath string  CSS_PATH  

blocks list block BLOCK_ID SBL_PRODUCT_BLOCKS 

PRODUCT_UI_ID 

multi 

Block  
This item descriptor represents a UI block. 

The following table describes the item descriptor attributes. 

Item Descriptor Attribute Value 

Name block 

Table Name SBL_BLOCK 

Table Type primary 

Item Cache Size 1000 

Query Cache Size 1000 

ID Space Name siebel-block 

 

The following table describes the item descriptor properties. 

Property Name Data / Item 
Type 

Component 
Item Type 

Column Name Table Name / ID Column / Type 
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 (If different from main table) 

id string  BLOCK_ID  

name string  NAME  

displayName string  DISPLAY_NAME  

type enumerated  TYPE  

renderer renderer  RENDERER  

activeFlag boolean  ACTIVE_FLAG  

htmlAttributes string  HTML_ATTRIBUTES  

 

Notes 

Enumerated values for the type property are: attributeBlock and relationshipBlock. 

The htmlAttributes property value will over-ride the same property in the referenced renderer, if both are 
populated. 

Attribute Block  
This item descriptor represents an attribute block. The attribute block is an extension of block (see 
above). Its sub type value is attributeBlock. 

The following table describes the item descriptor attributes. 

Item Descriptor Attribute Value 

Name attribute-block 

Table Name SBL_ATTRIBUTE_BLOCK 

Table Type auxillary 

Item Cache Size 1000 

Query Cache Size 1000 

ID Space Name siebel-block 

 

The following table describes the item descriptor properties. 

Property Name Data / Item 
Type 

Component 
Item Type 

Column Name 

 

Table Name / ID Column / Type 

(If different from main table) 

attributeId string  ATTRIBUTE_ID  

attributeName string  ATTRIBUTE_NAME  

Relationship Block  
This item descriptor represents a relationship block. The relationship block is an extension of block (see 
above). Its sub type value is relationshipBlock. 
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The following table describes the item descriptor attributes. 

Item Descriptor Attribute Value 

Name relationship-block 

Table Name SBL_RELATIONSHIP_BLOCK 

Table Type auxillary 

Item Cache Size 1000 

Query Cache Size 1000 

ID Space Name siebel-block 

 

The following table describes the item descriptor properties. 

Property Name Data / Item 
Type 

Component 
Item Type 

Column Name 

 

Table Name / ID Column / Type 

(If different from main table) 

relationshipId string  RELATIONSHIP_ID  

childProductUIs list product-ui PRODUCT_UI_ID SBL_CHILD_PRODUCT_UI 

BLOCK_ID 

multi 

Renderer 
This item descriptor stores details that enable a UI fragment to be rendered using a specific UI 
technology. 

The following table describes the item descriptor attributes. 

Item Descriptor Attribute Value 

Name renderer 

Table Name SBL_RENDERER 

Table Type primary 

Item Cache Size 1000 

Query Cache Size 1000 

ID Space Name siebel-renderer 

 

The following table describes the item descriptor properties. 

Property Name Data / Item 
Type 

Component 
Item Type 

Column Name 

 

Table Name / ID Column / Type 

(If different from main table) 

id string  RENDERER_ID  

JSPPath string  JSP_PATH  
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applicationContext string  APPLICATION_CONTEXT  

htmlAttributes string  HTML_ATTR|IBUTES  

 

Notes 

The htmlAttributes property value may be over-ridden by the referencing block, if that block’s 
htmlAttributes property is populated. 
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